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By David Ray Skinner

elcome to SouthernReader’s “Good Ol’ Southern
Music” issue. I grew up in 1950s-’60s Nashville,
listening to Top 40 radio, spinning my 45’s,
drawing pictures and playing and writing music.
When I left Nashville, in the fall of 1970, to go to school
at Carson-Newman College, I had no idea where those
particular interests would take me. Since I appeared to be
more disciplined about my art than I was about my music,
I decided to study watercolor painting, rather than be a
music major. However, that same fall, I did start a folk-rock
band, “Contents Under Pressure,” with three other likeminded friends. I never thought about the fact that there
were not a lot of “watercolor painter” jobs in the real world.
As luck would have it, when the student body elected me
to be editor of the campus newspaper, The Orange & Blue,
they inadvertently gave me a vocation in the field of journalism to fall back on and keep me from starving.
Writing and posting stories for The Sevier County Times
led me into art directing my own work, which in turn, converted me into a graphic designer. Graphic design drew me
(no pun intended) to New York City (at the invitation of a
fellow Opryland caricature artist, Stephen Kling), where
I eventually became art director of Record World magazine. In the Summer of 1981, Record World’s editor asked
me to come up with a cover of their Annual Directory that
depicted the transition from music into video (it was the
inaugural summer of MTV). Ah ha! I could finally use my
watercolor degree!
My idea and illustration for the cover was the “old and the
new,” using the kind of format that Norman Rockwell perfected at the Saturday Evening Post. Although I was pleased
with the result at the time (my first magazine cover!), now
I look at it and cringe. So...I decided to “update” the cover
for this issue of SouthernReader, giving the lad an iPhone
to listen to his music, rather than a video cassette.
This issue has some great articles, and they all seem to
be connected to one another with an invisible silver thread

(yeah, I know...how can it be silver if it’s
invisible?). Going back to my time at
Carson-Newman, two of the first people
I met were Dan Schlafer (who would
become a member of “Contents Under
Pressure”) and Steve Hyder, who sharing
my love of “undiscovered” music gifted
me with The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band’s
incredible album, “Uncle Charlie and His
Dog, Teddy.” Both Dan and Steve have
articles in this issue.
Also, at Carson-Newman, I was always
interested in hearing new music from
new artists. In this moment of time—
the early ’70s—Top 40 radio was yielding to album-track FM stations. It was
an incredible time for radio—venturing
into the wild and unknown. My station
of choice was WQUT in Johnson City,
Tennessee, and my favorite show was
“The Cramer Outrage,” hosted by (literally, ocassionally) off-the-wall FM DJ Bill
Cramer, who never failed to live up to
the program’s name.
Between my time in college and my
years in New York, I was writing songs
in Nashville with my friend, Lee Owens.
The highlight of our songwriting and
performing was opening one night at
San Antonio’s 1976 “River Festival.”
The Master of Ceremonies that night
was Luckenbach owner/mayor, Hondo
Crouch, and he invited us to Luckenbach
to spend the day and pass the guitar
around. It was a day I’ll never forget.
Fast-forwarding to the present, 2020
was a horrible year in many respects, but
especially in light of COVID and all of
the people we lost, including musicians
John Prine, Tony Rice, Charley Pride,
Hal Ketchum, Billy Joe Shaver, and Jerry
Jeff Walker, just to name a few. Of these,
I only met Billy Joe Shaver, and that was
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with my songwriting partner, Lee Owens and
In addition to poring “¡Viva Terlingua!”
his father, country songwriter extraordinaire
Lee and I also spent countless hours listenDoodle Owens sometime around 2 or 3 in
ing to John Hartford’s “Aereo-Plain” album,
the morning as we celebrated my birthday in
one that, to this day, is still one of my all-time
Nashville’s famed “Printer”s Alley.” Billy Joe
favorites. My fellow Opryland worker, Wayne
was coming out of George Jones’ “Possum
Wilson writes about John Hartford in this
Holler” as we were going in. “George Jones
issue. I didn’t meet Wayne at Opryland, but
really does look like a possum,” he said,
rather, at Two Rivers Baptist Church, which
holding up his three-fingered hand. Doodle
was just on the other side of Briley Parkway
had co-written Charley Pride’s monster hit,
from the theme park.
“All I Have to Offer You
I first heard “Steam
is Me,” and, like Billy
Powered Aereo Plane”
Joe, he was a Texas song(off Hartford’s “AereoQuite frankly, in
writer. Doodle had also
Plain” album) back when
driven us to Luckenbach
I was at Carson-Newman
my humble opinion,
after the River Festival.
listening to WQUT. One
Knoxville’s listenerLee and I had been as
of WQUT’s DJ’s, Tony
impressed with the town
Lawson, went on to found
supported
WDVX
is
as we were with Hondo,
Knoxville’s listener supbecause we had spent
ported, WDVX in a campquite
simply
the
hours upon hours listener on an East Tennessee
ing to Jerry Jeff Walker’s
hill. Just when you think
best radio station
“¡Viva Terlingua!” which
“The goodle days are
was recorded live in
gone” (John Hartford’s
in the world.
Luckenbach a few sumwords, not mine), you can
mers before. Jerry Jeff
tune in to WDVX, both on
had also written “Mr.
your radio and online for
Bojangles,” which was first made famous by
a touch of “free programmed” ear candy. Quite
The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band on their album
frankly, in my humble opinion, it’s the best
(that Steve Hyder gave me), “Uncle Charlie
radio station in the world, and I’m hoping this
and His Dog, Teddy.” I never got to meet
article will lead more listeners to finding it on
Jerry Jeff, but songwriter/clown Billy Jim
their radio dials and web browsers.
Baker not only met him, he wrote songs for
Also, there’s an article about South Carolina
him, and he writes about that in this issue.
teacher-turned-musician, Wes Liston (written
My songwriting partner also introduced me
by his wife, Virginia), detailing his journey
to Hugh Waddell; Hugh played drums on a
from education to performing.
demo Lee and I recorded in Nashville back
Lastly, Ron Burch relives a late-’50s expein 1984 (“Work-a-Daddy Thunderbird”), and
rience, the moral of which is sax, violins,
Hugh eventually went to work with Johnny
jealous boyfriends, fake ID’s and marriage
Cash; he shares some of his adventures with
licenses and unloaded .38’s don’t mix. Enjoy!
the Man in Black in this issue, as well.
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My Friend in Black
				

A
A decade-and-ahalf later,
Destiny would
have me sitting
behind a larger
set of drums,
playing that
familiar train
rhythm sound .
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By Hugh Waddell

s a boy, anxious to play my shiny new, twentyeight-dollar tin drum set, the significant relevance
of a particular Saturday night in February 1971
would not dawn on me until decades later.

Back then, my father, Herman Waddell, owned a hunting
and fishing sports store in our hometown of Hendersonville,
Tennessee. He was an accomplished local singer and Hawaiian
steel guitarist, and each Saturday evening at closing time, after
cleaning the sports shop, I anxiously awaited the arrival of
amateur musicians who would convene in the back office for
impromptu jam sessions. These devoted weekend musical warriors made up in desire and volume whatever they lacked in talent.
On this particular winter Saturday night, the Big Daddy brand
drum set, complete with its paper drumheads, tin cymbals, and
plastic foot pedal, was presented to me. The fellows got their
instruments out and asked if I was ready to finally join them
making some music. They instructed me to make a train rhythm
sound on that toy snare drum with those brushes. I did the best
I could, and in a moment, Johnny Cash’s signature “Folsom
Prison Blues” was being played, complete with the song’s signature guitar licks.
Little did I know that a little more than a decade-and-a-half
later, Destiny would have me sitting behind a larger and much
more expensive set of drums, once again playing on a snare with
brushes, making that familiar train rhythm sound for “Folsom
Prison Blues.” This time, however, it was actually Johnny Cash
doing the singing.

Photo by Mark Seliger
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It was August of 1987, and one of John’s
fellow “Highwaymen,” Waylon Jennings,
was hosting an outdoor benefit concert for
tornado-ravaged victims in the tiny town of
Saragosa, Texas. John was playing a concert
at Billy Bob’s in Fort Worth that weekend and
had agreed to come down and perform a few
songs and do a few duets with Waylon.
There was no drummer on stage when
Waylon called Johnny up to sing, so he
motioned for me
to go sit at the
drum kit. His longtime guitarist, Bob
Wootton had also
made the trip down
to Saragosa, but the
rest of the band was
on their way to Fort
Worth for the next
show. As Bob readied to kick off “Folsom,” he
told me I’d do fine. I had been master of ceremonies for large concert crowds, hosted TV
shows, worked in radio, and in addition, had
played drums professionally for many years.
But nothing—I mean nothing—could have
prepared me for the anxiety rush of sitting
in with Johnny Cash. It was odd, for while
sitting behind the drums on that hot August
Texas afternoon, my quivering hands were
once again nervously sweating while holding
wire brushes. It was a great day.
Although it was the first time I had played
onstage with Johnny, I had been working for
him as his publicist and personal aide for
five months. In fact, our immediate families had known each other for almost thirty
years. John’s mother, the late Carrie Cash (or
Mama Cash, as she was lovingly called), was
a dear friend to my late grandmother, Marie
Comer. Also, my mom was friends with June,
8
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and several of my seven sisters were school
friends with some of John and June’s combined six daughters.
When my mother, Jackie Comer Waddell,
passed away in February 1987, John and
June called me to express their pain and
condolences. Their words were gently prolific and comforting, and they insisted I join
them immediately on the road to soften my
grief at home.
My job was to help
sell tickets through
promotion, newspaper interviews, and
radio/television live
feeds. I had been out
on the road for years
previously as a road
manager, drummer,
and publicist; however, during the
next nine years, I received quite an education
in the music business, John-and-June style.
I learned fast. Traveling across the country
and abroad with the Johnny Cash entourage,
there were so many special memories, such
brilliant and incomparable scenery, hundreds
of noteworthy characters, and those magical
Johnny Cash live music moments.
Early on when I went to work for John, he
wanted me to advance his concert dates, and
he knew that a business card that proclaimed
“Johnny Cash Sent Me” would at least get
attention. He hastily designed my first business card on a legal pad and then signed his
name ten times on a blank sheet of paper to
get the right signature for my card. He also
signed his name in German, Spanish, and
Japanese, in case, as he said, “I decide to send
you some other places.”
I used to joke with W. S. Holland—who
drummed for Johnny Cash for almost forty

years—that although as an employee, he may
was a pre-“Highwaymen” tour and prior to
have worked for John the longest, I probably
the “unplugged” craze. The concerts were
worked for John the most. I was fired or laid
booked at the main state university campuses
off numerous times. I forget how many. Four,
of Illinois, Missouri, and Oklahoma, and feafive, or six—sometimes because John and
tured a reduced ticket price. John had asked
June were taking time off from road touring
me to promote this tour, and I was thrilled at
or for health or vacation
the opportunity. He had
reasons, but other times
me type and issue this
because I didn’t keep
press release he had writJohn hastily
my mouth shut when I
ten and dictated to me:
designed my first
should have.
“The prices for most
business
card
on
a
Like some corporate
country music shows
legal pad and then
human resources direchave gone out of the ceiltors, John had the ability
ing, and I believe that the
signed his name in
to get out of me exactly
average country music
German, Spanish,
what I was capable of.
fan can’t afford to take
and
Japanese,
in
He seemed to know my
their family to a show.
case, as he said, ‘I
limitations—or potential
June, Waylon, Jessi,
—at times better than I
and I are trying somedecide to send you
did. He knew how to give
thing different. With the
some other places.’
me creative freedom to do
‘Affordable Art Tour,’ we
my job.
are dropping show prices
John would have me
to a level that we believe
work on things or ponder things that he knew
the fans can afford. Tickets are $9.50 for
would challenge me. He was like that with
everyone for a two-and-a-half-hour show. In
everybody he was close to. Tasks such as
going back to basics, we are bringing a more
finding a sponsor for the 1988 Country Music
intimate, simple show with little flash and
Hall of Fame Johnny Cash exhibit; having me
flair. Less lighting, less sophisticated sound
put together piles of home films and photos
and instrumentation. We will do the songs
for use as new overhead-projection footage at
the fans want to hear, but we’ll do them withhis concerts; helping promote June’s “Carter
out the high-tech schmaltz that has been the
Family Cookbook;” taking raw video foottrend lately. We want to reach people and
age and producing it into the “Return to the
allow anyone to see and experience a ‘homey,’
Promised Land” audio/video project; helping
spontaneous production that has long been
his daughter, Cindy organize the House of
missing in our business. The four of us have
Cash tape vault; and even being the concert
never toured together, and in our family-andpromoter for his “Affordable Art” Tour.
friends kind of band, we hope to share a look
On that particular short tour, John and
at ourselves that the gang has rarely seen. We
June and Waylon and Jessi Colter would
are excited about it and anxious to perform in
perform individually, paired up, and as a
a ‘loose’ and ‘free’ atmosphere. At $9.50, it’s
group, with a minimal backup band. This
‘affordable art.’”
SouthernReader | Spring 2021
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John and I often discussed American hisJohn and June as a duet. I was not a songwrittory and suggested history books to each
er, and this was my very first lyrical offering.
other. He loved to tell me stuff I didn’t know,
I also came up with numerous Yuletide skits
and he loved to expose me to new things—
and segments for the special. However, just a
whether it was describing his understanding
month after our California visit, CBS decided
of Mexican General Santa Anna, or telling
not to do the Cash Christmas special that
the story of how the woodyear. I produced tracks
work in his tour bus came
on my song anyway with
from a home that Union
Vern Gosden singing on
On
the
road,
John
General Ulysses S. Grant
the demo.
would
often
occupied in Chattanooga
Years later, I menduring the Civil War, or
tioned this song to John,
call my hotel
discussing his Roman
and he asked me to play
room
in
the
coin collection.
it. I found and played
evening around
John also appreciated
the Vern Gosden demo
good singers and songten-ish and want and John told me he
writers. John turned me
liked it; I thanked him
to
know
why
on to great music from
and then thought nothrecording artists such
ing more of it. Then, in
I wasn’t out
as Johnny Horton, Tim
1997, I got a call from the
on the town.
Hardin, Leonard Cohen,
House of Cash, asking if I
Steve Goodman, Mahalia
had the demo and lyrics
Jackson, Sister Rosetta
to “my Christmas song.”
Tharpe, The Mississippi Mass Choir, Norman
As it turned out, Kenny Rogers had called
Blake, Roger Miller, and Alan Lomax’s “Blues
John, looking for material for his upcoming
in the Mississippi Night.”
Christmas album, and John thought “You’re
I went to California with June’s daughter
My Holiday” might fit the bill, so he sent the
Rosey in the mid-1980s, and there I met Larry
demo and lyrics to Kenny, along with a handMurray, who had been one of the principal
written note, asking him to take a look at the
writers for many of John’s television shows
song. Although “my Christmas song” never
on the ABC and CBS networks. Larry was
made it to the airwaves, I was flattered that
working on material for a possible upcoming
John actually liked it enough to pitch it to
Cash Christmas special. John had done many
Kenny Rogers.
seasonal specials for CBS; however, this proOn the road in New York or L.A., John
posed special was only in the consideration
would often call my hotel room in the evestage. Larry mentioned that skits and songs
ning around ten-ish and want to know why I
for the program were written by freelance
wasn’t out on the town. He’d tell me he didn’t
writers like himself, and I asked if I could
need me that evening and for me to come to
“come up with some stuff” to send him.
his room. When I’d knock on his door, he
Back home in Tennessee, I wrote this mediwould open it and hand me a hundred-dollar
um-tempo song, “You’re My Holiday,” for
bill, sometimes two hundred dollars, and tell
10
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me I’d better not have any money left in the
morning. John wanted me to go out and experience the city and not save the money to pay
bills back home. He had a heart of benevolence and a mind for discovery.
John could effortlessly handle politicians,
from local councilmen to presidents, but he
treated everyone the same. When cornered,
John was most sincere and accommodating.
Always. He was never rude to
fans, whether they were working blue-collar folks, doormen, cooks, airline personnel,
stagehands, waitresses, the
elderly, or children.
Going to New York City
with John was where I
experienced the man in
his most cerebral element. He and June had
an apartment for years
overlooking Central
Park. John loved the
streets of New York.
He enjoyed walking endless blocks,
going into stores
and shops like
Brentano’s Book Store,
Tower Records, and Banana Republic. He
loved matzo ball soup from the Carnegie Deli.
One particular New York trip of note was a
week in January 1992, when John was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in ceremonies at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel on the
evening of the fifteenth, then sang with Big
Bird at a taping for a Sesame Street segment
on the sixteenth, and then did an appearance
on the Late Show with David Letterman.
Another moment that stands out in my
memory occurred in Germany in 1989. While

checking in to the hotel where Johnny, June
and the entourage were staying, I noticed
Frank Zappa standing in the lobby. Being
a Zappa fan, I approached him, introduced
myself and tactfully asked if he would like
to meet Johnny Cash. I then went over to
John and June, who were on the far end of
the lobby, and told them that Frank Zappa
would like to meet them. John was familiar
with Zappa, but June didn’t quite know who
he was until I hummed the
song about “not eating yellow snow...”
As John, June,
and Frank exchanged
pleasantries,
Zappa
invited them to his concert that night. Frank’s
elation at meeting Johnny
Cash that day in Germany
can be heard on his live
album, “The Best Band You
Never Heard in Your Life,”
released in 1991, as he introduces his band doing “Ring of
Fire.” They apparently had first
rehearsed the song during the
sound check that afternoon in
Germany after meeting John and
June. It is now a piece of Frank
Zappa recording history.
In addition to the obvious “John and June,”
John’s career was full of cool pairings: John
and Waylon, John and Sammy Davis Jr., John
and Kirk Douglas, John and Billy Graham,
John and Tom Petty, John and Ray Charles,
John and Gene Autry, John and fill-in-yourown-blank. In the short period that I worked
for him, John R. Cash recorded or performed
with as veritable a plethora as could be fathomed. These talents included Irish rockers
SouthernReader | Spring 2021
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U2, conductor John Williams and the Boston
and good wishes included were congratulaPops, Sesame Street’s Big Bird, John Schneider
tory letters from all five living U.S. presidents.
(Bo Duke from TV’s Dukes of Hazzard), Hank
Richard Nixon referred to John as “truly the
Jr., Paul McCartney, the Two Cookie Kid, the
voice of America, as rich and strong as our
Red Hot Chili Peppers, the Carter Family,
nation itself.” Ronald Reagan wrote that he
Stevie Wonder, Mark O’Connor, the National
knew John as “a charitable and kindheartSymphony
Orchestra,
ed man who, by sharWayne Newton, horroring your most personal
fiction guru Stephen
experiences, inspired
John would
King, Bob Dylan, Gillian
millions to regain faith
Welch, Ray Stevens,
and keep heart.”
always
ask
me
Christian punk and metal
In 1988, John held a
crossover band One Bad
press conference in supwhy or how
Pig, Bill Monroe; legendport of the Nashville
I had talked
ary deejay Wolfman Jack,
Symphony and played its
Tom T. Hall, Tammye
Italian Street Fair fundhim
into
stuff,
Faye Bakker (yes, that
raising concert. He supTammye Faye), and, as
usually after it ported AIDS awareness
John wrote in his song
campaigns, the American
“Backstage Pass,” many
Cancer Society’s Jail-ahad happened.
other “stars of flickering
thon, Campus Crusade
magnitude.” His recordfor Christ, and children’s
ing career from early on
causes such as Feed the
was speckled like that, with variety from
Children and Jamaica’s S.O.S. Village. And
Doc Watson to Andre Kostelanetz.
nobody could ever know the exact amount
John would, on occasion, do just whatof time or the exact number of shirts, boots,
ever you asked of him without reservation. He
and guitars John contributed to charitable
played Starwood Amphitheater in Nashville
causes— just because they asked.
for a charity event called “One for the Sun” and
I got pulled in quite often; however, it was
played a Humane Society fund-raiser called
the challenge to “do and do well” that drove
“Rock for the Animals” at my family farm.
me. One of the projects that I got pulled into
He met with NFL heavy-hitter Tex Schramm
was John’s “Return to the Promised Land.”
in 1989 in order to help Nashville get a posOriginally slated to be a 1992 Easter cablesible National Football League spring league
television special, the project was very unique,
team, prior to the Tennessee Titans. John
both in how it came to be and the final
would always ask me why or how I had talked
released results. John called me one morning
him into stuff, usually after it had happened.
in the spring of 1992 and asked me to go pick
I did totally catch him off guard in February
up some numerous raw videotape masters
1990 with Billboard magazine’s Johnny Cash
and see if I could do anything with them.
35th Anniversary issue. I served as executive
The filming was done in 1990, when John
editor of the section, and among the features
and June and their son, John Carter Cash had
12
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traveled to Israel to film a follow-up to John’s
successful “Gospel Road” (which, in turn, had
been inspired by the similarly-formatted 1968
album, “The Holy Land”). Johnny decided he
would call the video, “Return to the Promised
Land,” and it featured Johnny, June and John
Carter playing and singing traditional gospel
songs and hymns at various Holy Land locations.
As it turned out, I spent every available
moment looking at and logging the various
content on those videotapes. The tapes traveled everywhere I did. The major portion of
the hours of raw video footage was unusable
due to technical glitches, failure to whitejust two hours later, politely waited for the
balance the camera, or just bad shots and
tone, and then played a wonderful melody
angles. It was noteworthy that John had used
on my answering machine. With the music
Israeli cameramen and Arab production grips.
theme now on tape to work with, David and
Most of the musical performances and sinI wrote the chorus and
cere introductory words
first verse. A few weeks
from the shoot were visulater, after playing what
ally clean and possessed a
Billy Graham’s
we had for him at Bob
notable rawness and deep
Cummings Productions’
spiritual connection. I felt
World Wide
editing studio, John
like it was important not
Pictures
released
wrote the last verse, just
to lose that.
moments before he and
We were able to piece
the 45-minute
June sang their vocals on
the video together with
‘
Return
to
the
it. David and I had now
cuts and edits and reofficially had a songwritrecorded the guitar tracks.
Promised Land’
ing credit with John R.
Having only four audio
video
in
the
Cash.
tracks to record to in the
We recorded that song,
digital D2 editor format,
fall of 1993.
“Return to the Promised
engineer Pete Cummings
Land,” in just over twenty
helped me build the music
minutes. Billy Graham’s
tracks. As there was no
World Wide Pictures released the 45-minute
theme song or melody tying the entire work
“Return to the Promised Land” video in the
together, I called my friend (SouthernReader
fall of 1993. John told me he was very proud
e-publisher) David Ray Skinner, who lives in
of the finished product. Subsequently, the
Atlanta (he had already designed the logo for
“Return to the Promised Land” audio CD was
the project). David responded by calling back
SouthernReader | Spring 2021 13
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released in 2000, with several bonus Cash
listen to the tune “Redemption” from
demo tracks and a ten-minute interview with
Johnny Cash’s first Rubin-produced 1994
Mama Cash, including her giving her famous
American Recordings album, “Cash.”
recipe for banana pudding.
• Buy a CD from any struggling singer or
I miss John. He was more than a boss; he
songwriter and offer them words of enwas a good friend. When my father passed
couragement.
away in 1996, John called
• Drive to the east side
and asked if there was
of Hendersonville,
anything he could do.
Tennessee, and sit on
When I told John how
the westbound side of
I
miss
John.
my father loved his
U.S. Highway 31 East
music, John offered to
by the Johnny Cash
He
was
more
sing at my father’s serParkway sign. Wait
vice. I told John the day
until the next eastthan a boss;
of my father’s funeral of
bound train rumbles
my very first drumming
through on the tracks
experience as a 13-yearnearby.
he was
old, playing “Folsom
• Drive by the local jail,
Prison Blues” with
workhouse, or prison
a good friend.
my dad at the little
in your area while
sports shop.
listening to John’s
Words cannot do adesongs “Folsom Prison
quate justice to the appreBlues,” “San Quentin,”
ciation I felt as John sang “These Hands”
and “Dark as a Dungeon” at high volume.
and “Peace in the Valley” during my father’s
• Order a soft-serve ice cream cone from
tribute.
the drive-thru at McDonald’s (on numerI often reflect on my personal friendship
ous occasions when returning home from
with John and over the years, I’ve come up
Nashville, John, June, and I would stop at
with my own “List of Activities for Johnny
McDonald’s for one of these treats).
Cash Friends and Fans”:
• Go to Kingsland, Arkansas, and have your
• Stop at the Johnny Cash rest area on Interpicture made next to the brick and brass
state 1-40 West, at mile marker 170, near
“Birthplace of Johnny Cash” memorial.
Dickson, Tennessee. Sit on the bench by
• Read a book about the Civil War.
the Johnny Cash sign and write a poem.
• Go to Center Point Barbecue in Hender• Go to Bon Aqua, Tennessee, and smell the
sonville and order a Johnny Cash-sized
honeysuckle, while listening to the Cash
portion of fried pork rings. Call first, as
songs, “Any Old Wind that Blows,” “Saturthey only make them on certain days.
day Night in Hickman County,” and “I’m
• Drive through any small town around
Gonna Sit on the Porch and Pick on My
7 a.m. on a Sunday while listening to
Old Guitar.”
Johnny’s single “Sunday Morning Coming
• Read a story in the Bible about Jesus and
Down.” (I know it sounds obvious, but it’s
14
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still a rush when the last verse plays
as you drive.)
• Go to Dyess, Arkansas, in Mississippi
County, and look at Johnny Cash’s childhood home on County Road West 924.
• Play any of the following Cash recordings:
“Big River,” “Pickin’ Time,” “String Cheese
Incident,” “Understand Your Man,” “Flesh
and Blood,” “Dirty Old Egg-Sucking Dog,”
“Beans for Breakfast,” “Man In Black,”
“Chicken In Black,” or “Without Love.” Or
play Johnny’s album “Precious Memories”
that he dedicated to his late brother Jack.
• Spend at least an hour talking to a Vietnam veteran, but first listen to Johnny’s
songs “What Is Truth” and “Singin’ in
Vietnam Talkin’ Blues.”
• Put lots of pomade or styling gel in your
hair and watch Johnny’s 1961 feature
film “Five Minutes to Live,” later released under the title, “Door to Door
Maniac.”
• Cough very loudly and then start any sentence with “Well, son...” as you walk, taking big strides while swinging your arms.
• Lastly, find someone—anyone—who needs
financial assistance and anonymously
make a donation to them, while wearing
all black.
Johnny Cash passed away in 2003, but the
impact he had on my life will always be with
me. In 1994, several life events spiraled me
down to my deepest low. John appeared in
my office, shut the door, put his arm around
my shoulder, and said, “I can’t take the pain
away, Hugh, but no matter what, tomorrow
the sun will come up. What you do under that
sun tomorrow is up to you.”
He walked out of my office, shutting the
door behind him, allowing me to soak up the
meaning of what he had just said. And he was

right. The sun did come up, time eased my
pains, and with each new sun, my life moved
on. Since then, I’ve tried to live up to my own
potential each day and will continue to do so
each tomorrow. That’s all my friend John R.
Cash ever asked or wanted out of me.

Hugh Waddell is a musician/promoter
currently living in Middle Tennessee.
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WDVX:

Up on the Hill Where
They Play the Boogie
(...and a little bit of everything else)

B
The Beatles
( those zany Brit
mop - tops ) took
the Top 40 mono
format and built
upon it with
self-written
pop songs.
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By David Ray Skinner

ack in the 1950’s, when babies that were born
during World War II were venturing into their
teenage years, they yearned for (and actually
demanded ) a soundtrack for their generation.

Elvis lit the fuse, and AM Top 40 was born. It was the perfect
format for the teens’ proms and sock hops, and the music fit nicely
into the little AM radios of their parents’ cars for those Friday and
Saturday night dates and for cruising their local burger joints.
Then, in 1964, inspired by American artists such as Buddy
Holly, Ray Charles and Jerry Lee Lewis, The Beatles (those zany
Brit mop-tops) took the Top 40 mono format and built upon it
with self-written pop songs. But The Fab Four didn’t stop there.
Toward the end of the ’60s, their brand of music could no longer
fit into the tiny confines of Mom and Dad’s AM car radio. Clearly,
their stereo music—and that of the emerging bands of that time—
begged for stereo output, both in their listeners’ bedrooms and in
their cars.
Although FM stations had been around since the ’40s, most
of them were formatted for classical music. Then, in the early
1960s, broadcasters looked for a way to expand their market.
The popularity of rock ’n’ roll had led to such a saturation of
stations on the AM dial, that the FCC began limiting many AM
stations to daytime-only broadcasting, a restriction that didn’t
apply to fledgling FM stations.
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Then in 1967, there came San Francisco’s
until 1970, played a wide range of “elevator
“Summer of Love,” and ’Frisco DJ Tom
music”) and WQUT-FM in the Johnson City/
Donahue took over the programming for
Kingsport/Bristol (Tri-Cities) area eventually
foreign-language station KMPX, convertestablished themselves as the southern vering it into what some music historians consion of progressive, underground rock FM
sider the first “free form” radio station. In
stations like Donahue’s KMPX.
contrast to its AM sister
East
Tennessee’s
stations, KMPX played
WQUT was staffed
more album cuts and
If your typical by late-night DJ, Bill
featured emerging, cutCramer, whose show,
AM DJ was kooky “The Cramer Outrage”
ting edge artists and a
wide range of genres.
usually lived up to its
and
artificially
Also, there was a growname. If your typical
ing availability of FM
AM DJ was kooky and
glib, Cramer
receivers in both home
artificially glib, Cramer
was
intention“stereos” (usually in a
was intentionally offfurniture-friendly cabially off-the-wall the-wall and cerebral, as
net) and in vehicles. So,
well as obtuse.
and
cerebral,
as
whereas on the rigidlyIt was not out of the
formatted Top 40 AM
ordinary for Cramer to
well
as
obtuse.
stations, the high-octane
describe the movement
DJs were saying things
of something on the wall
like “Hey there, cool cats
(Bug? Spider? Alien
and kitties, you’re listening to the madcap
blob?) as it slowly advanced up the wall
antics of the Monster Man on Good Guy
(between album sides, naturally) onto the
Radio 1020…” on the emerging FM stations,
ceiling, where it eventually positioned itself
you’d hear the much slower and much more
over his head…right before he signed off for
laid back, “Welcome, fellow travelers. For the
the night, leaving the listeners to wonder
past hour we’ve been rafting down the lazy
exactly what “it” was…and what did it do with
river to the sounds of side one and two of the
or to Bill Cramer?
first disc of the ‘White Album.’ Hope you’ve
It was this brand and type of frequency/
enjoyed it as much as we have.” The days of
wavelength/broadcasting that lured Tony
predictable playlists were put on hold. On any
Lawson to WQUT a few years later, looking
given evening, you were just as likely to hear
for a job. Tony was born in a hard-scrapple,
Captain Beefheart or Frank Zappa as you
coal-mining community in Kentucky, and he
were The Beatles or Stones. It was a magical
was raised on a mix of traditional country,
time for radio.
Top 40 and pure Appalachian music. His
The album-oriented airwaves took a little
resulting musical tastes ranged from Johnny
longer to waft their way across the contiCash to the Carter Family…and everything in
nental U.S. and reach Tennessee, but some
between.
stations, like WKDA-FM in Nashville (which
Hard times and mine closings in the
18
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From front to back: Tony Lawson, Grace Toensing, and Don Burggraf...in “The Camper.” (photo thanks to Grace Toensing)

Kentucky community forced his family to
relocate to East Tennessee when Tony was
only four years old. His father left his job at
the sawmill and took a job with a coal company in Tennessee. His dad’s best friend
helped him land the job and even moved
Tony’s family in a coal truck. This was in ‘63;
The Beatles hit in ‘64. Radio was hot, and by
’66, Tony had decided that radio may be his
career path. He had always dreamed of doing
a radio show from his home and tossing it
to someone else at their place. (Little did he
know that he was unconsciously envisioning
the “COVID Radio” times that we’re currently
living through.)
By his high school days, Tony had fallen

under the afore-mentioned spell of the eclectic WQUT. Consequently, he chose to go to
college at East Tennessee State University,
and was able to find a job at the station. He
worked at WQUT, part-time, for a few months
(and also worked at Johnson City public radio
station WETS). He left East Tennessee to
serve as music director of West Tennessee station WKIR in Jackson, but came back to the
Tri-Cities to work full time at WQUT in 1980.
However, WQUT changed their format in
1981, and that led Tony to move around from
station to station, in towns from Charleston,
South Carolina to LaFollette, Tennessee.
Along the way, he befriended engineer
Don Burggraf, who would become a vital
SouthernReader | Spring 2021
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part of what would become one of the most
unique non-profit, listener-supported radio
stations in America, WDVX.
By 1988, Tony was hosting “The Good
Time Oldies Show” on Knoxville’s WMYU
(U-102). Americana music was just heating
up, along with Tony’s idea of an independent
radio station to introduce some new and
emerging folk, country and Americana
artists to listeners.
“This is something that spoke to me loudly
for several years,” Tony told Wayne Bledsoe
and Jay Clark for their book that commemorated the 20th anniversary of WDVX, “I didn’t
know anything about starting a non-profit
organization. I just knew that there needed
to be another radio station that was more
reflective of East Tennessee. We didn’t have
that in the market. You could turn on any
radio station in the area, unless it was sports,
and it could be Anytown, USA. Corporate
and overtly consulted radio was taking the
localism out of what this beautiful medium is
about. That was really what urged me to move
forward on it.”
As it turned out, two spots on the FM dial
were available, and 89.9 was chosen. Once
the paperwork was filed, Cross Mountain—
which, at 3,534 feet above sea level, borders
the East Tennessee counties of Campbell and
Anderson—was picked for the antenna. He
selected the call letters, WDVX to represent
the (W)-Di-Versity of the music that would
be played. Through the up’s and down’s
of launching a unique form of broadcast20
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ing, Tony and fellow radio pilgrims, Dwight
Magnuson, Marie Cirillo, Jay Nations, volunteer Kay Cadillac, ace engineer Joe Chasteen
and of course, old friend, Don Burggraf began
the process of turning the “concept into a
reality.” However, there was a deadline: The
FCC construction permit would expire in
June 1996 if an antenna was not up.
“Joe Chasteen and I had enough equipment
in our basements to basically satisfy the construction permit,” Don Burggraf told Wayne
Bledsoe and Jay Clark, “It was just kind of
a ‘Quick—let’s go up on the mountaintop
and put it on the air!” Don and Joe got up to
Cross Mountain and attached an antenna to
an existing radio tower and were able to put
out a test signal…barely within the deadline.
Then, Tony and Benny Smith (the original
WDVX promotions and development director) began organizing the station’s early fundraising shows. Tony and Benny had previously hosted a bluegrass show for WQLA in
LaFollette, Tennessee, back in 1994-97, which
helped build a base for WDVX.
Additional benefit concerts were hosted
and donations came in, thanks to artists
and bands such as Alison Krauss & Union
Station, The Judybats, Scott Miller, The
Dirtclods, The Black Velvet Dogs, Toddzilla,
The Swamis, The Clintons, R.B. Morris,
The Estradas, Barbed Wire Sheila, The
Cheekster and Jacqui and The Tumblekings.
Initially, the station’s “programming”
wasn’t really “live,” but rather on a multiCD player, and sometimes one of the CDs
would stick and play the same click for hours,
prompting someone to have to drive the
rough and rocky road up the mountain to
change or clean the disc.
Eventually, the station was set up on the
back porch of engineer, Jeff Hamilton’s fam-

ily home, but it was only temporary.Recalling
McCormack, Mary Lou Cameron and Grace
a conversation with a bluegrass friend who
Toensing, WDVX began to pick up steam and
suggested setting up on a campground, Tony
gain an enthusiastic audience.
visited Bob Moore, who owned the Fox Inn
The early listeners included eight-year-old
Campground in Clinton, just off the Norris
Alex Leach and progressive bluegrass pioneer
exit of Interstate 75. Bob offered Tony a
John Hartford. Both would eventually host
14-foot camper, and it became WDVX’s
their own shows on the station. Hartford called
first real home—what
his show “The Anderson
Don Burggraf would call
County Mobile Home
“Radio in a Can.”
Companion,” and it was
Music Genres
“We built three studios
as unique as Hartford’s
Played
Include
:
in that camper,” Tony told
blend of music. Tracks
Wayne Bledsoe and Jay
off his ground-breaking
Americana
Clark, “Studio A, Studio
album,
“Aereo-Plain”
Classic Country
B and Studio C. Studio A
are still being aired on
Western
Swing
was a bunk, and for the
the station today, as
Bluegrass
first few weeks, I slept in
is his recorded-live-inR & B
the bottom bunk and had
the-trailer performance
a microphone there in the
of “The Flood of 1997,”
Rockabilly
middle of the night where
which is his brilliantCeltic
I could do some things
but-biting commentary
Folk
or switch the CD playon government red tape
Klezmer
er out what we had on
and political correctness,
Jazz
random. Don had found
written and performed
some microphones that
in
John’s
uniquely
Rock
he rebuilt, and they would
eclectic style.
Live Concerts
hang from the ceiling.
As for the young DJ,
. . .and more
We had two microphones
Alex Leach, he’s all grown
there, and we had a mixer
up now, and he still hosts
in our rack where we took the refrigerator
“The Bluegrass Special” (pronounced “Spayout, so we could mix Studio A and Studio B.”
shul”) on WDVX on Tuesday nights. Plus, he
When the hosts mentioned “…way down
has gone on to lead (and write songs for) his
the hall in Studio C,” they were referring
own bluegrass band, as well as playing with
to the sofa area at the front of the camper,
“Ralph Stanley II and The Clinch Mountain
equipped with a classic RCA mic. Performers
Boys.” His self-penned “Mountain Heartache”
had just enough room to play, unless they
is quickly becoming a new bluegrass standard,
had a bassist, who would often have to stand
played by other bands, as well.
on the lawn outside the trailer. With the help
In 2000, WDVX expanded their radio footof announcers like Mike Kelly, Jenny Stith,
print by putting their programming online.
Kim Hudson, Barry Hodge, Mike Flannagan,
The world noticed; no longer was the “little
Scott Carpenter, Chad Felton, Johnny “Mack”
station in a camper” being listened to by East
SouthernReader | Spring 2021
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Tennesseans, they were attracting listeners
and fans from as far away as England and
Australia. The BBC, CBC, PBS News Hour
and others featured WDVX and its mission
to change East Tennessee radio. Then, after
an article about “the station in a camper”
in Americana magazine No Depression and
a front-page article in the Atlanta Journal
Constitution by Drew Jabera, ABC News got
wind of the station.
“…I got a call from a producer for ‘ABC
World News Tonight with Peter Jennings’
wanting to come and do a piece on the radio
station,” Tony told Wayne Bledsoe and Jay
Clark, “So they come and do the piece on us
and when it aired, they teased it for two days
before. It aired on a Wednesday, and I was
getting emails every two seconds. Then about
3 o’clock in the morning, my email lit up
again, and they were sent from New Zealand
and Australia (where the piece had just run).”
It seemed like everyone wanted to be part of
the camper-radio mystique. In 2001, WDVX
hosted the first official “Camperfest” at Fox
Inn Campground, to help raise money for the

The book celebrating WDVX’s 20th Anniversary
by Wayne Bledsoe and Jay Clark
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station. There had been an annual fundraising
festival in the shadow of the camper since its
inception, but 2001 was the year it was made
official. The following year, the festival was
moved to Dumplin Valley in Kodak, Tennessee
(between Knoxville and Gatlinburg in Sevier
County), where it continued until 2007.
In 2003, WDVX got a boost in power with
the addition of a second broadcasting tower,
but the camper was starting to show and feel
its age. “We knew that we needed to go somewhere, because the camper was wearing out,”
Tony told Wayne Bledsoe and Jay Clark, “It
wasn’t built for everyday use, 24/7. We were
concerned about the floor. The wind was
whistling through there in the winter pretty
good. We really had to find another place and
had to move forward.”
In 2004, that “moving forward” took the
form of a less-mobile and more permanent
home in downtown Knoxville in the Knoxville
Visitors Center. It was a win-win for the station, the listerners and the city of Knoxville.
Plus, not only did the station finally have a
real bathroom, it had a stage for live performances. This allowed the station to host
“The Blue Plate Special,” a live, noontime
daily radio show which featured two bands
every day from both East Tennessee, and
again, the world. The acts have ranged from
local part-time bands like Sevier County’s
“New Mountain Grass” to seasoned artists
like Marty Stuart, Sam Bush, and Ricky
Skaggs and everyone in between, including artists and bands known, unknown and
up-and-coming. In 2008, WDVX began
producing the successful regular live show
“Tennessee Shines” at The Bijou Theater in
Knoxville, inspired by their very successful
10-year anniversary show in October 2007
(also at The Bijou). For two years, the show

was broadcast live from The Bijou. Then,
in 2009 and 2010, WDVX produced and
promoted “Tennessee Shines at Bonnaroo.”
Eventually, in 2017, “Tennessee Shines”
moved to Wednesday nights at Boyd’s Jig and
Reel in Knoxville’s Old City.
This year, in the shadow of COVID-19,
WDVX began their innovative “Live From
Home” series, which has been yet another
milestone and unique program for the station. The project raises funds for musicians
and WDVX.
Through the years, WDVX has been blessed
with an abundance of talent, both on-air and
behind the scenes. There were those like Amy
Campbell-Rochelson; Amy created the iconic
WDVX logo that is seen on car bumpers and
T-shirts around the country (and world). And,
some of the DJs, like Grace Toensing, Johnny
Mack, Red Hickey, Nita Dunn, and Alex Leach
have been announcing since the late ’90s; others have added their voices through the years.
Even today, WDVX continues to attract talented and special people, such as Operations
Manager and Development Director, Anne
Williams. She has had to manage an office
flood and COVID since coming on board, and
she has been very effective on the support side
with grants and fundraising. Plus, she is a
music nut and is very entertaining on the air.
However, along the way, sadly, the station
has lost some beloved and talented personnel
such as Mike Flannagan, creator of “All Over
the Road,” the good-hearted “Quicksilver”
and “New Pinnacle” member, Steve Gulley,
and, in the DJ tradition of Bill Cramer,
Marine/prison guard/bartender/coal miner/
cowboy and “Rumble” host, Doug Lauderdale,
who succumbed to cancer in 2018.
Today, WDVX has morphed from “the
radio in a can” into the beautifully unique,

listener-supThis year, the
ported voice of
station began
East Tennessee
music—piped
their “Live From
into the uniHome” series,
verse via the
which has been
internet.
Tony Lawson
yet another
is now General
milestone and
Manager, and
following in the
unique program
footsteps of the
for the station.
previous GM,
Linda Billman,
he makes sure
the station continues to move forward in the
direction of what he dreamed it could be 20+
years ago. Tuning in, you’re liable to hear
Bill Monroe, followed by Chris Thile or Hank
Williams followed by his grandson, Hank III,
or, even The Beatles followed by the Roches.
Somehow, however, it all blends in together
and works wonderfully.
It may not be your grandfather’s Grand Ole
Opry, but it is a rare and magical gift for those
musical travelers who crave a special blend of
off-the-beaten-path of candy for their ears.
And, it may very well be the best radio station
in the world.
For more information, check out the WDVX
website, where you can stream the music and
order all kinds of cool merchandise, as well
as the 20th Anniversary book (which details
WDVX’s history and personnel) by Wayne
Bledsoe and Joe Clark, which is quoted in
this article (thank you!) Additionally, you can
check the schedule for the “Live From Home”
series and buy tickets online.
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Jerry Jeff Walker:

Contrary to Ordinary

(...and he danced for you)

								

T

By the time
it got around to
“his dog dying,” I
grieved so much
in one minute,
that it surpassed
my emotions
of when Ole
Yeller passed.
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By Billy Jim Baker

he first time I heard his “heart and art,” I hit
the brakes and stopped. It was the winter of
1970, and I was 20, going to North Texas State
University on a theatrical scholarship, majoring
in making beer runs to Dallas, with a minor in a
Freshman cowgirl from Amarillo.
I knew, and I was the only one that knew, that the next
year, I was going to grant myself a “Roads Scholarship” and be
someplace else, searching for my calling...if I could just figure
out how to get there.
And then, that song came out of the radio, and the first line
of the song was who I wanted to be. It was about a man named
“Bojangles,” and he wanted to dance for you. I didn’t care if
I had to wear my own worn-out shoes; the song was strong
enough that I pulled my pea-green, ’65 Mustang over to the
curb to listen.
By the time it got around to “his dog dying,” I grieved so
much in one minute, that it surpassed my emotions of when
Ole Yeller passed. My next stop was the record store to buy
the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band album, “Uncle Charlie & His Dog
Teddy,” so I could listen to my heart’s content and find out
who wrote that song, and who created that life and character
of that soft-shoe dancer. In parentheses it said, “Jerry Jeff
Walker.”
I had heard that name before; it was around the same time,
and the name was spoken by another intriguing songwriter,
Kris Kristofferson. He was naming songwriting heroes of his,
prefacing in spoken words, a song about songwriters on his
first album. The song was called “The Pilgrim.”

Photo by Scott Newton
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grinned each other down. When the guitar
“This is for…Johnny Cash, Funky Donny
came round to Jerry Jeff, tuning it, he said
Fritts, Bobby Neuwirth, JERRY JEFF
something to the effect of “...this is a Guy
WALKER...”
Clark song. I just learned it, I hope I can
However, the first time I actually saw
remember how it goes.”
and heard Jerry Jeff sing was July 2, 1973
He strummed and sang about singing
at Willie Nelson’s house at an all-night
“The Red River Valley”
guitar pull. A few years
and sitting in the kitchbefore, I had gotten my
en and crying. So it
wish of crazy, comedy
Willie asked me
was that “Desperados
“dancing for you” as
Waiting for a Train”
a clown with Ringling
to
be
his
started its inaugural,
Bros., Barnum & Bailey
sad Jerry Jeff jourCircus.
guest at a
ney around the room.
In April of ’73, the
Voices started joining
Greatest Show on Earth
little music
the second chorus. By
was in the middle of a
get-together
the end of the fourth
twelve-week stand at
chorus, the room was
Madison Square Garden
he was
in high tragic harmony,
in NYC. I happened to
riding that train. When
meet another long-time
having on
the music stopped there
hero of mine—Willie
July
4th.
was total silence for ten
Nelson, a songwritseconds. I looked over
er whose name I had
at Zapata, and there
known since childhood.
was a tear rolling down a clown’s cheek.
I brought Willie and his band to the cirPowerful, all the way down to my socks.
cus, making sure they overdosed on cotIn 1971, my first year on The Greatest
ton candy and popcorn. On his last night
Show on Earth was one of joyous selfat Max’s Kansas City, a Manhattan punk
discovery, and the silver circus train’s clickiclub, Willie asked me to be his guest at a
ty-clak on the tracks, crossing America, was
little music get-together he was having on
the best year of my life. I found my ability
July 4th in Dripping Springs, Texas.
lived up to my desire to make people laugh.
As it happened, the circus was in Texas
God had given me a rare talent that was like
that July, between Ft. Worth and San
medicine, and I knew my big clown shoes
Antonio, so I headed to Austin on a
would be what I would be bumbling in for
Greyhound with my comedy-clown partmy life to come.
ner, Zapata. Mickey Raphael, Willie’s great
I also discovered I enjoyed playing my
harmonica player, picked us up at 2am, and
cheap guitar, writing songs in my clown
told us everybody at the guitar pull was anxcar top bunk, traveling between cities. We
ious to meet us.
would sit on the railroad tracks at midnight,
We walked into much celebration. Sitting
in lonely train yards, and circus folks would
on couches, chairs and the floor were Willie,
gather to listen, drink beer and laugh.
Kris, Rita Coolidge, Charlie Rich, Waylon,
One day in 1973, we were in New York
Billy Joe Shaver, Leon Russell and...Jerry
City, and at the encouragement of my clown
Jeff Walker. I shook his hand and we
26
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music in the house, particularly from his
car buddies, I walked into one of the top
piano-pounding, Grandma Jessie. He also
country music publishers, To my surprise
was able to spend quality time around the
the top guy—semi-stunned at my occupafarm with his Grandpa Clyde.
tion as a clown—asked me to play a couple of
As a youth, Jerry Jeff was a natural athlete
songs. I played two songs and he took both
with incredible endurance, and it helped
of them, and one more, plus a $400 advance
him lead the Oneonta
on the contracts.
Red Dragons to a state
I don’t remember the
high school basketball
ground under my feet as
Although
he
championship.
I was leaving. All I knew
It was also a super
was that I was a songsounded like
power
talent
that
writer! I took the bait
one
on
record,
allowed him to stay up
and swallowed it hook,
days at a time during
line and sinker to my
he wasn’t a
his formative, tumblesoul, spent the advance
Southerner.
He
weed adult years, fueled
on a new Ovation guitar
by an inquisitive fire.
and took a professional
was from New
After graduating from
detour, in the form of a
York
State,
and
Oneonta High, Jerry
U-Turn.
Jeff joined the National
Fifty years later, I real- not even southern
Guard. It wasn’t what
ized that top music pubNew
York
State.
he had in mind when he
lisher most likely felt
signed up and promptly
sorry for me, as it never,
performed his first sigever happened like that
nature salute that he became known for; he
again.
went AWOL, he disappeared.
But, back to Jerry Jeff—although he
“Been a rag-tag band,
sounded like one on record, he wasn’t a
A one-clown traveling circus,
Southerner. He was from New York State,
Finding every piece of the puzzle
and not even southern New York State. The
Has a purpose,
sleepy town of Oneonta, New York—“The
Living the life of a gyspy
City of the Hills”—anchors the north end of
Is a dreamer’s fate,
the Appalachian mountain chain. In Jerry
Grinning down the devil
Jeff’s youth, it could have been a Northern
When you’re holding aces and eights...”
version of Mayberry
— “Contrary To Ordinary”
When the circus played Binghamton, I
Jerry Jeff hit the road as a National
visited Oneonta just to see where Jerry Jeff
Guard fugitive with a few survival essentials
came from. Actually, he didn’t even start out
and a rolling idea of who he was, tempered
as Jerry Jeff Walker, but rather Ronald Clyde
with stops across the country as the characCrosby. And, with the lungs that I would
ters and talents that shaped his cowboy hat
come to know, I’m sure the little scamp woke
adopted him. It was a mutual admiration
up the entire town that early March morning
society—he also adopted them. While still
in 1942 when he first arrived.
undercover from the National Guard, living
His folks were small-town working people
under assumed names, he based and stawho liked to dance, and there was always
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“I’ve been too long riding the range,
tioned himself out of New Orleans. He studRunning wild without reins,
ied street corner busking under the tuteAlways traveling against the grain,
lage of a local black French Quarter street
Pretty girls deserve better,
music legend named Babe Stovall. Babe
But I’m too old to change”
did “drinks a bit,” preferring cheap Ten— “Too Old To Change”
High Whisky above Jack Daniel, ’cause your
If it’s true that home
good times money goes
is where your heart is,
further. On those New
then Jerry Jeff was a true
Orleans street corners,
A visit to a New Southerner. In his early
he found his voice, duty
and professional travand a boxcar name he
Orleans
jail
els, he tended to follow
would roll with—Jerry
his compass south. His
Jeff Walker.
presented him
friend and mentor, Fred
When Ronald Clyde
Neil, writer of the classic,
Crosby left Oneonta, he
with a soulful
“Everybody’s Talking,”
played a ukulele; after
observance
for
lived in Coconut Grove,
his first extended tour of
Florida. Coconut Grove
road duty, he returned
an old white,
was a thriving singeras Jerry Jeff Walker,
songwriter colony and
frailing a guitar.
carny hoofer
performance community
He settled with the
turned
drunk.
that saw Joni Mitchell,
National Guard, only to
David Crosby, Tom Rush,
leave again and head to
Michael Martin Murphey
New York City. He was
and Peter, Paul & Mary passing through.
part of an electric folk rock band called
The Coconut Grove cops were thankful
“Circus Maximus.” After a couple of disapwhen they lost Jerry Jeff’s DUI business,
pointing albums, he again followed his heart
only to have him return in his ’48 Packard,
and boots back to the folk club stages, takwith new driver and mechanic, Jimmy
ing his own freewheeling smile, songs and
Buffett. From there, both of them roared on
devil-may-care-performing-attitude circus
down to the Keys where Buffett found his
with him.
voice, sound and home.
His name and songs started spreading
With the Dirt Band’s release of “Mr.
through the troubadour circuit. A drunk
Bojangles,” Jerry Jeff’s touring and perfortank visit to a New Orleans jail presented
mance fees increased, along with the fondhim with a soulful observance and silent
ness of drink and wild miles. He loved New
reverence for an old white, carny hoofer
Orleans and Nacogdoches, but he hated
turned drunk.
Nashville. So, in 1971, he decided his homeOne night in Austin, the memory of that
coming serenity resided in the Hill Country
minstrel man danced back down the road to
around Austin, Texas. “Mr. Bojangles”
visit in 6/8 waltz time, and “Mr. Bojangles”
bought him a nice ranch house ten miles out
first soft-shoed. A local New York deejay
of town and 30 acres of scrub mesquite trees
had him on his show, to play the tune on-air.
he could call his own.
The telephone lines lit up, and the legend of
He also found an audience for his music,
Jerry Jeff Walker began.
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capital of Texas.
abundant clubs, serious musicians and a
My first day, I headed to the sidewalk
vibrant, genre-crossing musical energy that
along the University of Texas drag. I opened
matched his own. He and Michael Martin
my guitar case, threw a couple of my disMurphey not only shared the musical
appearing dollar bills and change inside,
hospitality, they also shared a band that
and started singing. The only interest I
was as explosive as Jerry Jeff, himself.
got was from a hippyIn no time, “The Lost
mutt dog that stopped
Gonzo Band” was backlong enough to sniff
ing Jerry Jeff full-time.
my case, hike his leg
They recorded his first
Jerry
Jeff
said,
and pee on my money.
MCA record album in
The dog never looked
a converted dry clean“Let’s roll,” and
at me. The girl down
ers, the second album
the sidewalk, who I was
(in August of 1973) in
he proceeded
listening to more than I
the Luckenbach, Texas
to take me
was playing, had lots of
dance hall, with hay
bills in her case and a
bales for baffles and a
to
every
plaintive haunting voice
traveling mobile recordI loved. I introduced
ing truck parked outside.
songwriter’s pub
myself, we talked and I
He wrote most of his
threw one of my last dry
tunes on the fly and in
in Austin.
dollars in her case, and
the moment, the Gonzo’s
asked her to please sing
rehearsing, then record“I Fall to Pieces” again.
ing with the help of a fiveHer name was Lucinda Williams. My first
gallon bucket of sangria and longnecks. For
night out, at a club, I ran into Jerry Jeff and
four days, they concentrated on music and
his Coconut Grove buddy, Homer Wills,
horseshoes, with a live, recorded whooping
who was a harmonica player extraordinaire
Saturday night Texas crowd to bring it to a
and the carpenter currently remodeling his
roaring end.
house. With Yosemite-Sam-rambling-red
The end result, “Viva Terlingua,” is now
hair and beard, and puffing a hickory pipe,
considered to be the classic Texas music
Homer is still one of my best friends.
album that exploded into the cosmic conJerry Jeff said, “Let’s roll,” and he prosciousness, making it a musical wild seed
ceeded to take me to every songwriter’s pub
that bloomed into “The Live Music Capital
in Austin. He introduced me to every club
of The World.”
owner in the city, and asked me to open for
“Growing grey around the temples,
him at a couple of upcoming college shows.
You’ll see days when I won’t shave,
The next day, after our all-nighter, I knew
Got a habit of tripping over ripples,
I had made two friends. I had a small, roach
Watching them roll into waves…”
motel room near the University of Texas,
— “Too Old To Change”
but Homer was staying at Jerry Jeff’s while
In February of 1974, I arrived in Austin,
he was on the road; Homer needed help in
adding to the Texas country musical circus
the house and Jerry Jeff needed company.
stew that Jerry Jeff and Willie were heating
I spent most of my time getting in the way
up to transform Austin into another kind of
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same. He looked at me, with a slow, shy
of Homer’s progress. Jerry Jeff and Homer
smile growing on his face.
paid me $5 an hour to mismeasure boards,
“I thought you’d fold if I bumped you. I
saw them and mismeasure again. Homer
don’t have any more money, but I’ll tell you
then gave me a lateral demotion, so from
what—I’ll bet this jacket.”
then on, I simply cleaned up the mess and
Taking it off, he said, “It’s worth $40.”
enjoyed room, board and stereo at Jerry
After the cards were
Jeff’s.
revealed, Townes took
Mid-March was birthhis “three 9’s” loss in
day time for Jerry Jeff,
If it’s possible
stride with the wild
Townes Van Zant and
horse bucking on my
me, so he decided to
for
a
Texas
dustback. A few minutes
have a birthday party at
later Jerry Jeff came
his house. It was the
devil-free-spirit
back from a quick beer
first time I met Townes,
to have a
run, that took two hours
and I really didn’t know
with a blue jean vixen
of the brilliant intenspiritual
advisor
and noticed I was wearsity of his words and
ing the leather jacket
childlike melodies. The
Hondo Crouch,
with Townes standing
first thing he said after
nearby. I told him how
Jerry Jeff introduced
was Jerry Jeff’s
the cards came down.
us was, “You’re a real
Obi-Wan-Kenobi.
He lit a Kool and looked
clown? How about a
at Van Zandt.
joke? I got one for you…
He looked back over
What’s white and crawls
at me and said, “Billy Jim, I’ll give you a
up your leg?”
$100 for the jacket.” The wild horse bucked
I shook my head, looking into those sad
back to its original wild owner.
eyes, waiting on the punch line. “Uncle Ben’s
If it’s possible for a Texas dust-devil-freePerverted Rice,” he said wryly.
spirit to have a spiritual advisor, then the
I witnessed a heartfelt moment, when
Mayor of Luckenbach and Hill Country
he and Townes spoke of their friendship
eccentric leprechaun, Hondo Crouch, was
with Jerry Jeff taking off and gifting him a
Jerry Jeff’s Obi-Wan-Kenobi. After being
beautiful leather jacket with a bucking wild
introduced to the magic man, I knew why
horse painted on the back. I know it had
Hondo was so special to him. I understand
to have cost at least $300...and that was in
on Jerry Jeff’s nightstand at home, there
1974 dollars.
was a picture of Hondo that smiled at him,
Townes put it on and said he’d cherish it.
until the end.
During a poker game later that night, it was
Luckenbach is a 1850’s-era post office
down to me and Townes on a pretty sizable
town with only a few buildings. However,
pot in the center of the table. I was holding
Hondo transformed the “town” into a peacea straight flush, when Townes raised me
ful, laid-back, Texas-state-of-mind, larger
twenty dollars, then bumped it another $20
than Disneyland, beamed into existence by
without throwing his money on the table.
the charm, smile, imagination and homeI threw in my last bills, swallowing harder
spun tales of the Mayor Obi-Wan.
than usual, waiting for Townes to do the
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Jerry Jeff he wanted him to hear this song.
We ended up late, late one Sunday night,
They sat on the edge of the tub, I sang on the
Luckenbach closed and door locked, with
pot. He asked me to sing it again.
Hondo singing Mexican love songs and
After I finished, he said, “I want to record
reciting his own smiling poetry of note to
that,” and he did, making it the title cut of
Jerry Jeff, a clown and a big table full of
his 1978 album.
empty longnecks.
In 1979, I was manIt was in the spring
aging a 12-unit apartof that year, 1974, when
ment complex, located
Jerry Jeff met his match.
under the Hollywood
She liked sports cars, had
She was chestnutsign full of ex-Ringling
a career in Texas polihaired gorgeous,
clowns trying to catch
tics, was sharp, grit in
on in Lotus Land. It
her gut and could return
with
a
hearty
was a circus train that
spit in Jerry Jeff’s eye.
never left the station.
She was chestnut-haired
laugh, and she
Jerry Jeff was playing a
gorgeous, with a hearty
wouldn’t
back
concert in Anaheim. All
laugh, and she wouldn’t
the Bozo Row tenants
back down to him nor
down to him nor
put on their make-up,
anything that stood in
anything
that
crazy cloth and crashed
her way. Her name was
his finale number, “Hill
Susan Streit, and Jerry stood in her way.
Country Rain.”
Jeff fell in love with her;
He didn’t know we
they were married that
were going to do it, and
following November.
when we hit the stage, he reacted as if
Susan was the best thing that ever hapbeing hit with a cattle prod, joining us
pened to him. From her “I Do” on, she took
laughing and dancing crazy. If the crowd
care of him when he wasn’t looking, which
wasn’t already enough worked up, at our
was often. She had his back, whether the
entrance, the roof came off the Convention
wind was behind it, or to the wall. I attended
Center. At sunrise, we were all in his Katella
their buckeroo wedding, held in Luckenbach
Blvd. motel suite, in tattered makeup, with
with Hondo as Best Man. Shortly thereafter,
Rambling Jack Elliott. I played a tune I had
I left Austin and pushed off to Nashville for
written after returning to the circus called
my next episode. After that, I only saw Jerry
“Too Old to Change.”
Jeff passing through Austin, or somewhere
When I finished with a yodel, Rambling
on the road.
Jack said, “I’d like to record that.”
In 1976, I was in Austin, on my way to
Jerry Jeff looked at him and said, “You
Venice, Florida to teach slapstick at the
can’t Jack, because I’m going to do it.”
RBB&B Clown College, and return to the
After twenty years, at the apex of his hard
circus for a year. I was staying with Homer
living, when it finally cornered him, Jerry
when we ran into Jerry Jeff at a party. I
Jeff recorded a tired, weary version of “Too
had just finished a song about every dreamOld to Change,” and released it later that
catcher-wanderer I had ever known, titled
year as the name of the album.
“Contrary To Ordinary.” Homer pulled him
Then, in Jerry Jeff fashion, he did the
into the bathroom, shut the door and told
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cer was as stubborn as
exact opposite thing.
its sword-fighting host,
He sobered up.
It was sweet
rendering him without a
Susan and Jerry Jeff
voice toward the last slow
had two children, Jessie
to receive his
dirge. I put him on my
Jane and Django, now
posts and
prayer pole and got bits
a singer songwriter in
and pieces, here and there,
Nashville. Too many
messages, and in
how he was doing. About
years of living off of
the
back
of
my
six months ago, his face
ten and twenty perappeared on Facebook,
cent, plus thievery
mind, I was
with a Friend request.
from bookers and his
hoping
it
was
It was sweet to receive
managers, not to menhis two-, three- or fourtion the raucous price
a sign of
sentence posts and mesof wrecked rental cars
getting
better.
sages, and in the back of
and being a professionmy mind, I was hoping
al free-wheeler (living
it was a sign of getting
it “his way”) had left him
better; sending him occasional odd or funny
a tab of a couple of hundred thousand
posts I thought would make him smile.
to American Express. Susan took control
“When I die,
of the business as his manager, told a big
Forget the tombstone on my grave,
Nashville record exec to shove it, and in
Give me good friends and a guitar,
the mid-80’s with his dedicated, sizable fan
The songs we always played,
base, they started their own Tried & True
Don’t send a preacher down
Music label, using the new-fangled internet
Or a fancy epitaph,
to promote, distribute and sell his music.
Say that I I loved to live
The Tried & True Music business paradigm,
And Lord how I loved to laugh”
for independent music artists taking control
—Contrary To Ordinary
of their own destiny, is still being followed
Last October 23rd, Jerry Jeff left his house
today.
and family in peace. It was a long weekend
“Better get gone and grow old graceful,
of memories, but no wondering about the
Graceful as wrong can be,
man. On-stage, he was larger than life. Like
As I grow older
many artists, he kept a childlike fascination
I’ll look over my shoulder,
with how life should be looked at, lived in
To see what you meant to me...”
and observed.
—Too Old To Change
He was capable of excusing himself where
In 2017, Jerry Jeff was diagnosed with
you couldn’t go back (and who’s going to
throat cancer. It was same kind that had
apologize?), so he moved on, sometimes
attacked John Prine years before. In fact,
being a charmer, but sometimes spewing
John gave him telephone support. Ironically,
kerosene on fires he thought should be
the surgeon that performed his first operastarted. It all depended on how much High
tion was in the audience of that historical
Life was consumed or what social attitudes
live, “Viva Terlingua” August Saturday night
he encountered, and where he was when he
show in Luckenbach, back in 1973.
encountered them. His “heart was bigger
Jerry Jeff bounced back to find the can32
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than his bite”—he might have been
a charter member of Mad Dog, Inc.,
but really he was a likable stray
pup that simply liked to ramble,
sing his songs and howl at the
moon.
We had some very merry
times and a couple of scaryhairy nights on mischievous
missions he led. I know he
was a songwriter’s best
friend. He opened the door
for many, supporting them,
and spreading their names,
thoughts and tunes. One
night he told me that
regardless of what you
got, if you can, pass it on.
He was an American
original, whose music
will pass on comfort
and joy to a future
gypsy songman you’ll
hear on a street corner
singing a Jerry Jeff
Walker tune about a drifting
way of life.
And just as I did 50 years ago in my
pea-green Mustang, you’ll stop. You’ll listen, smile and remember the other musical
street corners of your life where Jerry Jeff
clicked his heels and played for us.
I loved him, and I’ll miss him. He was
never anything but kind to me. He really
was, contrary to ordinary. Adios, Sh-Bogie.
“I was contrary to ordinary
Even as a child,
Fast freights made me wonder
And full moons drove me wild,
Stories do come true
If you live your life in episodes,
I got one eye on the ladies
And one eye on the open road.”
— “Contrary To Ordinary”

Billy Jim Baker finally found his
performing home and planted his soul in
the Smoky Mountains as musical comedy
hillbilly clown, “Elwood Smooch.” He is one
of Pigeon Forge’s most honored entertainers,
from being Dolly’s singing country clown at
Dollywood, his own Ole Smoky Hoedown
Theater, to the Comedy Barn. He was also
a featured comedy regular on “HeeHaw,”
and in 2001, inducted into the International
Circus Clown Hall of Fame. He still
writes songs and screenplays, residing
with his wife, Suze, in a beautiful Smoky
Mountain cove.
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Dallas Frazier:

Of Honkytonks
and Heaven
By David Ray Skinner

O

klahoma-born Dallas Frazier has been writing and
singing country songs since he was a boy. In fact, his
music career began in 1952, when he was twelve
years old when he won a singing contest held by
country music legend Ferlin Husky.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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. . . . . . . . . . .

After that, he began playing and singing in the Bakersfield,
California area. At age fourteen, he started working on Cliffie
Stones’s Hometown Jamboree in Los Angeles and
signed a recording contract with Capitol Records.
By then, Dallas had already begun perfecting his
talent for songwriting; his first sessions included
The Hollywood
two self-penned compositions, “Ain’t You Had No
Argyles took his
Bringin’ Up a’Tall” and “Love Life At Fourteen.”
Finally, in the summer of 1960, his passion for writsong about the
ing paid off, and Dallas struck gold. The Hollywood
time - traveling,
Argyles took his song about the time-traveling,
club-carrying comic strip caveman, “Alley Oop” to
club - carrying
number one, and every teen in the nation was singcomic strip caveing, “Alley Oop-Oop, Oop, Oop-Oop.”
The sixties found Dallas in Nashville, where
man, “Alley Oop”
he continued his string of hits, including Charlie
to number one.
Rich’s “Mohair Sam,” O.C. Smith’s “Son of Hickory
Holler’s Tramp,” and Jack Greene’s 1967 Country
Single (and Song) of the Year, “There Goes
My Everything.”
In the late ‘60s, the boundaries between country and rock
began to blur as more of the traditional rock bands began to be
influenced by Music City and the Nashville Sound. Bands like
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The Byrds, The Flying Burrito Brothers and
songwriting machine would go on to generPoco had already been incorporating country
ate over 100 country chart singles during
elements in their albums and stage shows for
their reign together. Plus, the duo—especially
several years, and in early 1970, when Poco
Dallas—would inspire and influence a whole
released its second album, it included Dallas’s
generation of Nashville songwriters, includ“The Honky Tonk Downstairs.” It was the
ing Doodle’s son, Lee Owens.
only song not written by the band, and its
“Dallas was so much more than my late
tears-in-my-beers flavor wasn’t just sticking
father’s partner,” Lee says. “My father was
its toe into the Nashville Sound, it was doing
brilliant at what he did, but we were not at all
a high-dive cannonball into it.
alike creatively. He was mostly interested in
The late ‘60s were also when he would
writing commercial songs, and he was truly
team up with Texas-born
one of the most prolific
A.L. (Doodle) Owens. Last
in Nashville during his
December, when the
life. However, Dallas
“
Johnny
legendary black counwas one of those people
try artist Charley Pride
who could straddle the
One Time,”
passed away, one of the
fence and have success
songs that country staby writing commercial
written in ’68,
tions all over the U.S.
songs. And, his business
did well, but the savvy gave him the luxuplayed in tribute to him
was his version of the
ry of being able to please
Charley
Pride
Dallas/Doodle composihimself as well, by doing
tion, “All I Have to Offer
what he later called
single
went
You (Is Me).” It was the
‘jumping off a creative
first song written by the
through the roof. cliff.’ Through the years,
duo to hit number one;
he has become a close
“Johnny One Time,” writfriend, spiritual mentor,
ten in ’68 and recorded by
and a father figure (we
both Willie Nelson and Brenda Lee did well,
jokingly refer to me as ‘the red headed stepas did Charlie Rich’s “Raggedy Ann” along
child,’ because we are actually more like father
with several others, but the Charley Pride
and son than my own father and I were). The
single went through the roof. It was released
way he affected my writing was teaching me
in June 1969, and it became his first number
how to simplify when possible and yet strive
one hit on the Billboard and Record World
to be original and that songs are not so much
country charts, and it was the first song by a
written as rewritten until they are right.”*
black performer to hit that mark on a chart
Both Dallas and Doodle would go on to
since Louis Jordan’s “Is You Is Or Is You
write monster hits for a wide range of country
Ain’t My Baby,” released in 1944. It was also
artists, from George Jones to Elvis Presley.
nominated for The Single of the Year at the
Plus, a number of artists continued “discov1969 CMA Awards (which was won by Johnny
ering” songs written by the two (together
Cash’s “Boy Named Sue”). The Dallas/Doodle
and separately) from throughout the ‘60s. In
36
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1978, songwriter Rodney
Ridge Boys were morphWhile
the
Oak
Crowell released his
ing from gospel to counfirst solo album, “Ain’t
try/pop, Dallas would do
Ridge Boys were
Livin’ Long Like This,”
just the opposite.
morphing
from
and side one kicked off
In 1976, he walked
with “Elvira,” a song that
away from the music
gospel to
Dallas had written and
industry and finished a
country/pop,
performed a dozen years
theology degree he had
earlier. In fact, the year he
started years before. After
Dallas traded
wrote it (1966), his origiserving as an elder at
the
Nashville
nal version of “Elvira”
several churches, in 1999,
(from the LP of the same
he became pastor of
music scene for
name) also charted at
Grace
Community
the pulpit.
#72 in the Hot 100 in the
Fellowship,
a nonU.S. on the rock charts.
denominational church
Many (who had not seen
near White House,
Dallas’s picture on the album cover) felt
Tennessee. Once again, he had the opporit was an R&B record by a black artist. The
tunity to inspire and influence people—this
song even reached #27 in Canada.
time with their walks of faith.
Crowell’s version picked up some modest
Now, Dallas has come full circle; he feels
airplay, but when the song was heard and covthat God has more plans for his music, so, he’s
ered (yet again), this time in 1981 by the gosbeen back in the studio, writing and recording,
pel-turned-country quartet, The Oak Ridge
just like the old days, and he’s also working on
Boys, it quickly climbed the Country charts
some short stories. But, whether it’s through
to number one. Powered by Joe Bonsall’s
his music or his ministry, from honkytonks to
lead vocal, and bass singer Richard Sterban’s
Heaven, Dallas Frazier is one Oklahoma boy
deep-voiced “Giddy up oom poppa omm
who has stayed true to his roots and to his
poppa mow mow,” the song quickly climbed
faith...and we all are richer for it.
the Billboard Hot Country Singles chart and
* Click here to hear the demo of Lee Owens’
became the group’s fourth number one counDallas-influenced, “jumping off the creative cliff ”
try hit and biggest pop hit. It peaked at #5 on
song, “The Night Burned Down,” co-written with
the Billboard Hot 100 Pop Chart, its two milSam Hankins (the drummer on the track was
lion sales earning it platinum status.
Richard Ice and the bass player John Golemon,
The Oaks had previously covered “The
both from the Nashville band “Walk the West,”
Baptism of Jesse Taylor,”** a song written by
and the guitar solo at the end which is by the
Dallas and Whitey Shafer in the early ‘70s.
guitar master, Butch Davis, who we lost in 2020).
When he wrote the song, a gospel-influenced
narrative about a rough-and-rowdy honky** Click here to hear the live performance of
tonker who abandoned the barstool for the
Dallas Frazier singing his iconic song,“The Baptism
pew, Dallas had no idea of how prophetic
of Jesse Taylor.”
it would be. That’s because, while the Oak
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John Hartford:

Gentle on my Banjo

T
“The General
Jackson” was
built in modern
times and named
after another
riverboat of the
same name that
was built in 1817.
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By Wayne Wilson

hroughout my life, I have had the joy of working
in the music and entertainment business in many
different and exciting capacities.

I have always been very happy to serve as a church musician
through the years. I have also worked as a copyright scribe,
session singer, show manager, show director, and performer.
However, some of the most interesting and exciting times were
my days of working for Gaylord Entertainment. The company’s
umbrella has covered the Opryland Theme Park, The Opryland
Hotel, The General Jackson Showboat, The Grand Ole Opry,
Country Music Television, and other venues. I also worked for a
couple of years as stage manager and entertainment manager on
“The General Jackson Showboat.”
“The General Jackson” was built in modern times, but it was
named after another riverboat of the same name that was built
in 1817 that was in turn named for Tennessee’s General-turnedPresident, Andrew Jackson. The modern version was built with
a capacity of 1,200 passengers and 157 crew members, 274 feet
long (300 feet with gangway extended), with a 63-foot-6-inch
beam (width), and 77 feet tall with her folding smokestacks fully
extended (necessary because of low bridge clearances), and a
draft of 7 feet.
My position as stage manager and entertainment manager was
about the best job a young man could ask for. There was always
something exciting going on. I primarily managed the daytime
show schedule, and at that time, the boat normally had a comedy show daily with the late Steve Hall and his puppet, “Shotgun
Red.” There were times when that show would take a break, and
we would have other great shows to step in and take his place,
such as Tim Watson (the “Fiddle Man”) or the bluegrass duo,
Russ and Becky Jeffers, along with other great pickers.
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There was this one week that Russ and
but in 1990, BMI named it as the fourth-mostBecky were scheduled to perform and along
played song on radio ever in the United States.
with them, I realized that there would be sevHartford was a regular on the Glen Campbell’s
eral world-class banjoists
show, and he would dance,
on board, as well. These
sing, and play his banjo, to
included Greg Davis, our
the delight of millions that
regular banjo player
watched. In the early ’70s,
“Gentle on my
(who is still one of the best
John released the album,
Mind” was not
in the business) and Larry
“Aereo-Plain,”
which
only
a
massive
McNeely, who was appearturned traditional bluehit
and
career
ing with Russ and Becky.
grass on its ear and has
Larry had played on the
been called the forerunner
starter for Glen
“Glen Campbell Goodtime
of the genre now known
Campbell,
but
Hour” from 1969 through
as “Newgrass.”
it’s
the
fourth1972 on CBS.
John also wrote the
As usual, there were
most-played song theme song named for
many other great pick“The General Jackson,”
on radio ever in
ers on board with us,
and therefore had a very
the
United
States.
as well. I had the idea to
special and unique relabring in my great-grandtionship and agreement
father’s banjo, because I
with the Showboat.
thought these guys might enjoy seeing it. My
The agreement allowed the “General
great-grandfather had carved the banjo from
Jackson” to use the theme song in most any
hickory—the neck—the tuning pegs—he even
way they deemed fit, and in return, John
tanned the hide and stretched it over the hand
(a self-avowed steamboat fanatic) was allowed
carved resonator. This old banjo is truly a
to pilot the “General Jackson” on any of its
museum piece. Roy Acuff tried to talk me into
cruises most any time he wanted. All he had
donating it to his museum back in the 1970’s,
to do was show up.
but my family wanted me to hang on to it.
Although, at a glance, this arrangement
On this particular day, I reported to the boat,
may have seemed frivilous, in actuality, it was
carrying my banjo in an old guitar case and
all legal and above-board; John held a master
headed up to the wheelhouse of “The General”
riverboats pilot’s license, which gave him the
to start the cruise with my daily show spiel
legal right to pilot the General.
and announcements, when I spied a familiar
Consequently, when John came in the
bowler hat start to appear coming up the stairs
wheelhouse door, everyone was always glad
to the wheelhouse—and it was on the head of
to see him. And that day that I brought my
none other than John Hartford. Hartford, of
great-grandfather’s banjo in, Senior Capt.
course, was famous for writing many songs,
Edgar Allen Poe was the captain on duty and
one of which was “Gentle on my Mind.”
welcomed him aboard warmly.
“Gentle on my Mind” was not only a massive
When I opened up my case and pulled the
1967 hit and career-starter for Glen Campbell,
old banjo out, Johnny lit up like a Christmas
40
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tree, and he asked if he could see it. He looked
record some of the music he was researching
it up and down and then leaned over to me
from the civil war steam boat era. John was
and asked, “Do you mind if I try to play it?”
known for using vintage instruments—guiI told him he was weltars, fiddles and banjos—
come to try, but that
to record vintage songs.
there was no bridge
My great grandfather’s
News of the scene
on it. Johnny said,
banjo never made it into
“Let’s make one out of
the studio, and John
that was going on
this “General Jackson”
Hartford
succumbed
in
the
wheelhouse
matchbook. He literally
to non-Hodgkin lymfolded up that matchbook
phoma in June of 2001.
quickly began to
cover and forced it under
However, the indelible
spread around
the strings—the three
print that Hartford made
the
boat,
and
that were left—and began
on progressive bluegrass
to try to pull the old
and his legacy as a “modpretty soon, there
banjo into some semern-day riverboat pilot”
was a crowd that
blance of tuning.
will never be forgotten.
had gathered.
What happened next
His home in Madison,
was something akin to a
Tennessee, was situated
Hallmark movie; John
high above a bend of the
began to play that old
Cumberland River and
banjo (the first time it had been played in
built to simulate the view from a steamboat
more than 75 years). Actually, he didn’t just
deck. Today, that bend of the Cumberland
play the old instrument—he danced and sang
is known as “Hartford’s Bend” or “John
with it and incorporated it into an impromptu
Hartford Point.”
on-board performance, right there in the
As for “The General Jackson,” it’s alive
wheelhouse. And he kept on singing, one song
and kicking, still cruising up and down the
of antiquity after another.
Cumberland in and around Nashville.
News of the scene that was going on in the
wheelhouse quickly began to spread around
the boat, and pretty soon, there was a crowd
Wayne Wilson is a musician and a Nashville
that had gathered to watch this unique and
native. He has spent his life performing, conincredible show.
ducting, and writing music. He also spent a
After a while, Johnny began to beg me
number of years in music management at
to sell him the banjo; in fact, he offered me
Opryland. He currently lives on his farm in
quite a bit of money—but I told him no, that
Cohutta Georgia with his wife, Bettye Jo. He
the instrument was not for sale. I then told
is still leading music in worship and loves to
him that he was welcome to use it anytime he
spend time in his woodworking shop.
wanted. John told me of an upcoming project
he was working on consisting of 1800’s folk
songs and that he might like to borrow it to
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The Chilly Signs of Winter

T
The body itself
was like a
volcano; the
pressure was
building and
could explode at
any time with
a stroke.
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By Niles Reddick

After putting in a full day at work, I came home, propped my feet,
and turned on the TV. Cable is a wonderful thing to a man who recalls
a childhood with no cable and not many choices of the few channels
available in small town America. As I scan almost two hundred channels, I come across an old episode of “The Andy Griffith Show,” one
of the episodes when “The Darlings” (played by “The Dillards”) come
to visit and Charlene (played by Maggie Peterson) sings “There is
a Time.” I want to replay the poetry and imagine making all other
channels disappear and making the world watch and listen. There
are lessons to be learned and hope can be discovered through song
and The Dillards’ song inspired this piece of flash fiction.

here were signs—obsessive tendencies over irrelevant things like making sure shoes were straight
in the closet, socks were folded in a particular
way, and ensuring drawers were organized in
the kitchen.

There were also emotional changes, like getting mad at the
postman for not closing the mailbox, scolding the pharmacy
every thirty days because they gave him a generic instead of the
brand name, and snapping at family members over incorrect
recollection of past events. There were also physical signs such
as the inability to do simple yard work without profuse sweating,
memory and confusion issues like standing in the yard with the
spray bottle of weed killer and not remembering where that single weed was he’d seen yesterday, and walking to the cupboard
and not remembering why.
Those were signs that were ignored, but were all symptoms
of clogged arteries trying to push blood through tunnels lined
with plaque from bacon, biscuits, Little Debbie cakes, and other
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cholesterol-laden food. The body itself was
earlier times when spring and summer meant
like a volcano; the pressure was building and
flirting, dating, and marrying his young love
could explode at any time with a stroke.
turned wife, trips to the lake cabin with the
One afternoon, Harry was searching the
children, and square-dances on Saturday to
landscaping for nut grass sprigs. The only
bluegrass tunes by “The Dillards” and others.
way to kill them was to
For now, winter has
spray them with poison,
come and frozen are the
which could kill the good
scenes Harry sees from
flowers, too, like chemo.
his bedroom window.
If he hoed or pulled them,
The snow blankets the
For now, winter
the nut or root would stay
yard and white roof tops
has come and
in the ground and replireflect sunlight in the
cate quickly and spread.
neighborhood. Dorothy
frozen are the
As he pushed back the
checks on him often and
azalea limbs to douse the
helps guide him down
scenes
Harry
nut grass, he felt a force
the hall, and the home
inside, and he toppled
health nurse helps him
sees
from
his
sideways, hitting his face
with the shower three
on the metal landscape
days a week, because
bedroom
window.
lighting, and bleeding.
that’s all Medicare and
He didn’t recall the
their bridge policy will
ambulance, the IVs, the
cover. Dorothy also buys
catheter, the surgery on
Gerber products for the
his carotid arteries, the conversations with
first time in fifty years. Harry likes the plums
the doctors or nurses about the blindness
she spoons into his mouth; he makes a conin one eye, the paralysis on his left side, the
torted clown face when she feeds him the
medication details, or the rehabilitation he
pureed green beans. Dorothy knew there was
would undergo, which may or may not help.
a time for winter, but she hoped there might
He doesn’t know how he got home, or that
be another spring and summer. The odds,
he’s been gone over a month and that nut
however, always favor time, not people.
grass has taken over the landscaping, the
kitchen drawers are all askew from his adult
children who are visiting, and the mail is
soaked from the mailbox being left open durNiles Reddick lives in Jackson, Tennessee
ing thunderstorms.
with his wife and two children. His books
While he can’t walk to the chest of drawers
are available on Amazon.com and in iBooks.
or closet, he’d find his socks and shoes were
For more information on the author, visit his
still organized, though he doesn’t need them
website at www.nilesreddick.com.
because he wears slippers. Mostly, Harry sits
in a straight back chair by his bed and stares
out the window. His mind replays scenes of
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A Little Something for Everyone.

W

hat’s your musical cup of tea? Whether it’s blues, bluegrass, vintage country
and 78s, folk, rock, rockabilly, Americana—or all of the above—if you listen
long enough in the day to WDVX, you’re going to hear something you love.

There’s even live broadcasts, featuring both up-and-coming and seasoned artists.
From its modest East Tennessee beginnings—literally broadcasting from a camper—
listener-supported, commercial-free WDVX has broadened its horizons.
It’s no longer one of Knoxville’s best-kept secrets on the radio dial; it’s also on
the internet, streaming its variety of music formats throughout the world, and
for all we know, the entire universe. So, isn’t it time you gave your ears a treat?

SouthernMusic
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The Playing Field

I
I was just in
time to catch
the “Yeah, yeah,
yeah” from
The Beatles’
performance of
“She Loves You.”
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By Dan Schlafer

grew up in the home of a Southern Baptist pastor
and his classically-trained, symphony-loving wife.
Consequently, rock and roll music didn’t stand a
snowball’s chance in August in our house.
If you look up “VICTORIAN CONSERVATIVE” (yes, capital
letters, underlined, decorated with glitter), you’ll find a picture
of my parents. That’s not to infer that they weren’t good people.
They cared for, loved and nurtured their five children and strived
to raise them in their own image, and the focus of this image was
“all things spiritual.” True to this notion, they tended to look
down their noses with great disdain at the 1960’s music scene. I
witnessed several sermons warning the faithful flock about the
danger and evil of swinging hips and that “Satanic beat.”
Unbeknownst to them, I snuck a peek at The Beatles on “The
Ed Sullivan Show” that life-changing Sunday evening in 1964. I
was just in time to catch the “Yeah, yeah, yeah” from their performance of “She Loves You,” barely audible over the hysterical
voices of the screaming, love-sick girls. It didn’t matter; I was
hopelessly hooked from the first chord. But, I knew better than
to ask if I could go to the record store. The only music played in
our home included hymns, Bach, Beethoven and Mozart. To her
credit, my mom taught us kids music theory and piano. At what
she thought was the appropriate time, she asked each of us what
instrument we wanted to play, going forward. “Electric guitar!”
was my immediate and excited response to her query. Mom was
not pleased with my answer. “No! You’ll play the violin!” came
the stern reply, explaining guitars were played in bars where
people smoke and drink.
However, being the resourceful child they had raised, I pocketed some of my lawn-mowing cash and rode my bike to the local
drug store to procure (without permission) the next best thing—
a small transistor radio and ear plug, and, undetected by the
powers that be, I hid it under my pillow each night to get my rock
’n’ roll fix. To this day, I still have that little radio—my one-time
window to the rock ‘n’ roll airwaves coming into my Knoxville
bedroom from the outside world.
As for sports, football was tolerated, but just barely. In high
school, I started on the varsity squad, and on the occasion that
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ests with others. My freshman year was filled
my father would pick me up from practice,
with football and music; I joined a folk-rock
he would sometimes hear the profanity-laden
band (Contents Under Pressure—see ePubcommands from the coaching staff. It may have
lisher’s column, page 2) and we concentrated
been meant to discipline and “encourage” me
on CSN&Y-type harmonies, covering some of
and my teammates, but it also reinforced my
their songs and writing our own. Ironically,
father’s negative opinion of the “worldliness” of
the church choirs of my youth—plus my
the environment. Consequently, he was hardly
mother’s music theory lessons—gave me a
ever present in the stands to see my perforfoundation for lead and harmony vocals. And,
mance on the field. Although I didn’t quite
I even contributed violin
understand his stand
on several of our songs
on football and music, I
(although my bandmates
tried to do my best on
I loved the
insisted on calling it “a
the field and I continued
Beatles, but when
fiddle”). What may have
to explore the world of
seemed like a contrast
music that was evolving
I first heard
between playing footduring the late ’60s.
the
harmonies
ball and playing music
I loved the Beatles,
created by Crosby,
was actually more simibut when I first heard
lar than not; both meant
the harmonies created
Stills, Nash and
learning how to work
by Crosby, Stills, Nash
Young,
their
music
with others as a unified
and Young—along with
force to achieve a comtheir political activism—
grabbed my soul
mon goal. Meanwhile,
their music grabbed my
and would
education-wise, I studsoul and would not let
not let go.
ied to be a coach…just in
go. I longed to experience
case our band fell short
them live, but I may as
of a record deal.
have well had yearned for
My sophomore year, our band began gaina round trip to the moon.
ing popularity, but I was sidelined on the
With five kids on a pastor’s salary, we had
football field. It was a devastating blow, but
very little money in my home. My mom taught
I could hear my father’s words echoing in
occasional piano lessons to kids in the neighmy head to “Be the best you can be.” I was
borhood to help make ends meet and I kicked
determined to follow that advice—just not
in lawn-mowing money to help out (which
necessarily in the “field” he had in mind.
justified my aforementioned purchase, at least
After I graduated from college, the reality
in my mind). Consequently, going to a live
that there would be no recording contract,
concert wasn’t even on the radar screen; even
nor NFL offers led me to pursue my “third”
if the resources had been there, the permisdream—that of being a coach and mentoring
sion to attend would never have been. What’s
young players.
more, I knew better than to ask.
One of my first opportunities came in an
After I graduated from high school, I was
unusual package—being a teacher and head
finally free to continue my love for football
coach of Tennessee School for the Deaf in
and music. Plus, my ability on the field earned
Knoxville. I knew it would be a challenge—I
me a scholarship to a small, Christian college.
had always played and coached using verI was determined to share both of these inter48
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stage left, on the slim chance that we might
bal snaps and play calls. But, as my father
get a closer glimpse. While waiting outside
would have said, the greater the challenge,
the dressing room door, a young man and his
the greater the reward. I was able to coach
lady exited. When I asked if he had met the
two deaf national champion runner-up teams,
band, he affirmed that he had and gave me
and in 1980, I was named National Deaf
his backstage pass. A minute later, I was getPrep Football Coach of the Year by The Deaf
ting David Crosby’s autoAmerican Magazine. More
graph. Graham Nash’s
importantly, some of my
signature followed with
players went on to greater
a friendly chat about my
things. One of them, born
I managed to
work as a high school
with birth defects and
football coach. They
one leg shorter than the
get backstage
seemed pleased that their
other, was an outstanding
again.
“Hey,
music was appreciated by
kicker, and he went on to
a high school coach. I was
become a high school Allit’s the high
simply pleased that they
American, something that
were pleased.
(in addition to being on
school coach!”
The following year,
stage with CSN&Y) I only
Graham
shouted
once again after one of
dreamed about.
their concerts, I managed
That job led to yet
when
he
saw
me.
to get backstage again.
another head coaching
“Hey, it’s the high school
position—at Knoxville
coach!” Graham shouted
Catholic High School.
when he saw me. After
Eventually, I went back to
all my college band’s performances of “Suite:
school and got my Masters and accepted the
Judy Blue Eyes” (and occasionally “Not So
principal’s job at Tellico Plains High School.
Sweet Judy Blue Eyes”), I felt honored that he
I served there for ten years, before movremembered me. Then, a few years later, the
ing into the administrative side, as Federal
perfect and unexpected ending to a Graham
Programs Director for the Monroe County
Nash concert came after his final encore,
School System and then 9th District Board of
when Graham walked to the edge of the stage,
Education Rep for the Cumberland County
bent down and gave me his pick!
School System. But, I never lost my passion
Although my father passed away in 1981
for the band that inspired me so much during
and my mother’s death would follow three
my college years.
years later, they were there to see me get the
In 1987, just as I was completing a graduate
Coach of the Year award in 1980. However,
degree at the University of Tennessee, my wife,
even then, he was sparse with his praise and
knowing my passion for their music, bought
acceptance of my chosen field. I know that it’s
two tickets to a Crosby, Stills and Nash concert
not uncommon for father-son relationships to
at the Starwood Amphitheater in Nashville as
be tenuous or even difficult. I also know that
a graduation present. I was beyond elated!
there’s always the aspect of the son wanting
As the show began, I couldn’t control the
to live up to the “legend” of his father…or
tears that flowed. Having been taught the
his father’s expectations. I would have liked
scripture verse, “Ye have not because ye ask
to say that my father’s expectations—or at
not,” after the show, we made a beeline to
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missionaries, small business owners, and even
least what I thought my father’s expectations
farmers, those who raise the very food we eat
were for me—were never a factor in my life
to survive—the ultimate harvester.
and career, but my father was bigger than life.
Maybe my dad would have preferred for me
Yes, he was removed from one of his pulpits
to be a minister, but we are called to be our own
when I was a child, and I never quite underperson. I’m sure my dad would be okay with me
stood how someone with as big a presence as
referencing Romans 12:6: “We have different
my father could have ever gotten thrown out
gifts, according to the grace given to each of
of his church. In later years, I learned that
us.” And though my father
he was dismissed from
might argue that there’s
his pastorate—and run
no mention of football or
out of town—because of
rock ’n’ roll in either the
his stance (and sermons)
New or Old Testament,
on advancing the cause
“
What’s
the
I would counter with the
of civil rights in our little
psalmist’s reference to the
Alabama church…in the
meaning
of
this,
fruits of our labor.
early ’60s. And, that was
With that being said,
followed up by a cross
young
man?
And
I have visions of my parburning in our front yard.
ents waiting for me at the
So, it’s no wonder his
don’t
say
‘
Yeah,
Pearly Gates, my father
legacy hung over my life.
holding up the dusty old
I vividly remember his
yeah,
yeah’
!”
45 of The Beatles’ “She
impact on his congregaLoves You.” I imagine
tion, and how his words
my father demanding,
and actions dramatically
“What’s the meaning of
changed lives, time and
this, young man? And
time again. But, it finally
don’t say ‘Yeah, yeah, yeah’!”
dawned on me; it’s not the awards or the
If that happens, I can only hope there’s an
trophies on your shelf that make for a suciPad somewhere around, so I can pull up this
cessful life. Rather, what’s the most important
article as a sort of explanation. That’s the best I
are the lives that are affected and changed by
can do as I beg for mercy…and understanding.
your words, lessons, and actions. I realized
that, just as the music of Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young made a dramatic impact on my
young life, and my father’s pastoring made a
Dan Schlafer has been an educator, coach
lasting impression on so many of his parishand administrator. During his coaching
ioners, I had done more with my life than just
career, Dan earned Coach of the Year honors
win games and coach winning teams. Some
thirteen times and while at Tennessee School
of my players and students have gone on to
for the Deaf, he coached two deaf nationchange the lives of their own students, clients
al champion runner-up teams. As a high
and patients. These not only include football
school principal, Dan was named Principal
coaches in their own right, but also military
of the Year in (2002-2003) by The Tennessee
officers, law enforcement detectives, medical
Secondary School Athletic Association, and
enshrined in the Tennessee Secondary School
doctors, attorneys, Homeland Security agents,
Athletic Association Hall of Fame.
educators, mayors, school board members,
50
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A Teacher’s Notes on Love

I
Once Wes had
his mind set
that he was
going to do
something,
he did it.
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By Virginia Liston

t has been my experience that as soon as you
think you have life figured out, it comes along
and pulls the rug out from under you.

But that is not where this story begins. It dates back to 2006
in Columbia, many years before, at the University of South
Carolina, where I was studying to become an elementary school
teacher. As a wide-eyed, curly-headed girl from the mountains
of Virginia, I had managed to make a few good friends and was
enjoying my time as a college student.
As the years went on, our cohort of future educators began to
get smaller, and we all began to get to know each other a little
better. Most of us were female, with a few males, one of which
caught my eye. His name was Wes Liston. I will never forget the
day he walked into one of our classes, and as most elementary
classes began, we were asked if anyone would like to share. Now,
the intent of this question is to make connections between the
content of the class and our practicums. But on this day, slowtalking, good-looking Wes had something different to share.
He had been hit by a car on the way to class. As we all gasped,
the fact that he was hit by a car and still came to class was
much more than we could fathom. But that’s Wes. Once he has
his mind set that he is going to do something, well he is going
to do it.
Wes and I got along famously. We had so much in common
and were fast friends. We bonded over our love for music and
would sit in my Jeep for hours listening to the Bellamy Brothers,
Otis Redding, Sam Cooke, John Prine, George Strait, the list
goes on and on. As time went on our friendship grew into a more
romantic relationship. Which is a big deal, because I always told
my mother I would never date a boy from South Carolina. But
Wes was different. He was wide open and had a way of making
me feel like I had known him for my whole life. He never did
anything halfway.
Our Senior Year was spent student teaching and taking our last
classes to graduate. It was an intensely stressful year, and that’s
when Wes began to get sick. We didn’t know what was wrong,
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ance of Wes. He was now in tremendous pain
just that something was not right. Symptoms
and was immediately sent to the Emergency
of abdominal pain were mild and infrequent,
Room, where he was diagnosed with having
and the doctors suggested that it was likely a
Mesenteric Adenitis.
stomach ulcer. We pushed on as we found our
After antibiotics and rest, things would
way to graduation in May of 2007. Wes was
temporarily get better, but
offered jobs in Columbia
eventually, they turned
at schools that many—
to worse as we started
including me—would have
our second year of teachkilled to teach at. But he
Wes was wide
ing. Life would begin
turned them all down and
open
and
had
a
to tug at our rug. We
went to Smoaks, South
were engaged in August
Carolina. He was drawn to
way of making
of 2008, and a Summer
the farm where his grandme
feel
like
I
2009 wedding had been
father grew up and where
set. I had taken a teaching
his family first settled.
had known him
job in Summerville, South
He taught 4th Grade at
for
my
whole
Carolina and was living in
Bell’s Elementary School,
Mount Pleasant. We had
a country school dated
life. He never
been commuting back
back to the 1950’s. It
did
anything
and forth to spend time
was along what has been
together and were madly
dubbed the “Corridor
halfway.
in love. However, by
of Shame,” because of
September, Wes’s condithe lack of attention the
tion has gone drastically
schools were given. The
downhill. He was taken to a Gastroenterologist
bathrooms were outside and cables hung
Specialist in Spartanburg, not far from his
from the outdoor hallways. But Wes was in
hometown. The doctor was optimistic, until
heaven. During his planning period, he would
his mother asked about Crohn’s Disease. We
step into the kindergarten classrooms to read
were told that this would be worse case scewith the younger children. He was reminded
nario, and that we would only discuss Crohn’s
of how we all learn so much of what we know
if it was found in his colonoscopy.
through music, and he saw a need for music
Unfortunately, after the colonoscopy, we
in the upper elementary classrooms, as well.
learned that Wes did in fact have Severe
It was these experiences that would ultimateCrohn’s Disease, an autoimmune disorder in
ly lead him to buy his first harmonica and guiwhich the immune system wrongly attacks
tar. With the help of his friend, Brad Elliot,
areas from the esophagus to the colon. For
he learned to play a few chords and brought
Wes, his ileum (where the small and large
the power of music into his own classroom.
intestine meet) had been so severely attacked,
He was exactly where he wanted to be and
it was all but closed.
loved those children and the community with
We were young and had thought ourselves
all he had.
invincible, only to be given a very serious
Unfortunately, that May, Wes’s mysterious
diagnosis. The rug was pulled, and we did our
sickness became more serious. I will never
best to tuck and roll. Wes continued to teach
forget the nurse dropping her pen, due to
while undergoing Remicade injection treather hands shaking, because of the appear54
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years when he came home one day, not feeling
ments as an immunosuppressant every week
well. After a few weeks of familiar symptoms,
at a local hospital to try and reduce the inflama colonoscopy would reveal that his Crohn’s
mation in his intestines. But by December, it
Disease had returned. This time, once again
was out of hand, and he was rushed into an
to be found in his small intestine and also in
emergency surgery as the inflammation was
his colon. He would be put on family medical
actually scar tissue. Wes, a once 180-pound,
leave after missing over
24-year-old, in the prime
40 days of work to end
of his life, was now only
the schoolyear.
132 pounds, in excruciatWe
were
just
your
After six hard-fought
ing pain, and malnouryears in the classroom,
ished, struggling to proaverage smallWes was forced to leave
cess any solid food or even
teaching, a profession in
town school
liquids.
which he excelled and
On January 1st, 2009,
teachers
and
was called into. It was an
we celebrated New Year’s
extremely difficult time,
Day in a hospital room,
part-time
and we both struggled
watching our beloved
farmers with
to find our separate and
Gamecocks play football,
collective roles. Wes
as we waited for Wes’ surgoats,
chickens
began to tutor students,
gery. I stayed as long as
serve as a therapist with
I could and was all but
and cows.
Early Autism Project,
dragged out of the room to
clean carpets, and hustle
let someone else come and
as many opportunities
stay with him. The surgery
as possible to find any type of job he could
was a success. They were able to remove the
do that would not cause too much stress, the
diseased area of his intestines and Wes went
number one trigger of his disease. During this
into remission. We were married that July in
time Wes also began to dive into music as a
Pawleys Island and had nothing but joy and
type of therapy. Now, the guitar was no longer
excitement for our future together. We lived
sitting in the classroom, it had found its way
in Smoaks for two years and had a great time.
into our home. This tough season would be
We were just your average small-town school
the first sign of a serious journey with music,
teachers and part-time farmers with goats,
as Wes began to experiment with playing and
chickens and cows. Friends would come out
singing for himself.
and stay, and we would play music and games
Now, I am here to tell you that I have always
and enjoy the quiet evenings that the rural
told Wes that he was a good singer. However,
South has to offer. But I am not a country
one day he walked into our house, with no
girl and after many “polite suggestions,” Wes
shirt or shoes, and asked me if I heard drums.
agreed to relocate. We found James Island—a
That would be the day that he would be put
wonderful community in which Wes could
on a path to believe he could sing. At first, I
still have a decent-size lot and I could have
thought he had lost it. But, he swore he heard
a neighbor and a grocery store less than 30
drums and he was going to find them. To say
minutes away. With our move came new
Wes marches to his own drum is an accurate
jobs/schools, as well.
statement. But, on this day, Wes Liston literWes had now been in remission for three
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stage fright under control, with a promise that
ally marched down our street, shirtless, shoehe would inevitably become a performer. His
less, to someone else’s drum. And he marched
friend, Brad Elliott not only taught him to play
right up to their front door. I was not there,
guitar, but would also serve as songwriting
but by his story a woman answered the door.
inspiration and be the connection to David
He asked her if someone was playing the
Kascak, a new friend and guitarist. Wes and
drums. She took him to a room inside the
David would go on to form the group we know
house where her husband, Graham Whorley
today as “Gritty Flyright.” The two would
was hitting those cool beats that had caught
quickly add friend and saxophonist Jamal Hall
Wes’s ear. A fast friendship, very common
to form an acoustic trio that would serve as
of Wes, was formed. And this time, it just so
the roots to what is now a
happened to be with a
10-piece collective playing
guitar virtuoso and local
public and private shows.
musician who had played
Since this has all begun,
music his entire life.
Wes leads
we have welcomed two
Wes became immersed
beautiful boys into this
in music, and he started
with the same
world. I have also left
to see it as something feateaching and am working
sible. Although he was
gumption of the
a job I love. Wes’s music
still working part time
has flourished, in true Wes
jobs, he made time to
boy I first met
style. He is now deep into
dive into this newfound
writing and releasing his
who was hit by
passion with Graham as
own original music with
his mentor. He was able
a car and still
the grandest of dreams
to offer Wes advice and
attached. Wes leads with
meaningful feedback. It
came to class.
the same gumption of the
got to a point where finalboy I first met who was
ly, Wes wanted to start
hit by a car and still came
playing out.
to class. He has polished the floors under the
He would go to the Brick House Kitchen, a
rug that was pulled out from under him, and I
unique venue on James Island where Graham
could not be more proud of him. He manages
would play every Tuesday. This is where we
his Crohn’s disease with strength, raises our
would see Wes transfer from music appreciaboys with grace, and sings like a son of a gun.
tion to music participation. As time went on,
To know him is to love him.
Graham and the village of supporters that
Wes had acquired would challenge him to
play and sing more and more for himself.
Virginia and Wes Liston and their two
Wes would continue to reach out to Graham,
sons make their home in Charleston, South
as well as several other people, as he was trying
Carolina. You can read more about Wes
to find his way in music. Stories would begin
and his band, Gritty Flyright, on Facebook
to rack up, as Wes has a way of being in the
at https://www.facebook.com/grittyflyright place at the right time. A musician from
right/ and you can hear his “love song to
Georgia, Bobby Compton, once brought him
Carolina” on YouTube: https://www.youup on stage at the Georgia Theater to secretly
tube.com/watch?v=lvFyle9_Zrk
let him play unplugged, just to help get his
56
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The Hawkins County Invasion

B
Barry grew up in
my sleepy little
East Tennessee
hometown of
Rogersville, where
his first claim
to fame was as
a starter for
Rogersville High.
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By Stephen Hyder

arry “Byrd” Burton was a true guitar hero—no, not
with an “air guitar” or a toy—but with a Gretch
Country Gentleman, a semi-acoustic Rickenbacker
electric 12-string, a Fender Stratocaster, or even a
Danelectro “short horn.”

He was so far above and beyond me in musical talent and
accomplishment that it approaches a brash sacrilege to refer to
me and him on the same musical planet, much less this article.
Byrd passed away at age 61 with a rare form of cancer on March
10, 2008, at Vanderbilt Hospital, and he and his immense talent
will be sorely missed by the artists in Nashville who benefitted
from his work—Dolly Parton, Dan Fogelberg, Judy Rodman,
Suzy Bogus, Nanci Griffith, Brooks & Dunn, Don Williams, The
Oak Ridge Boys, Emmylou Harris, Crystal Gayle, Mickey Gilley,
John Conlee, Judy Rodman, TG Shephard, Bobby Braddock,
Pinkard and Bowden, and Bobby Bare, to name just a few.
Barry grew up in my sleepy little East Tennessee hometown of
Rogersville, where his first claim to fame was as a starting forward/center for the Rogersville High School Warriors basketball
team. He was 6’ 5”, and he attended Hiawassee College on a basketball scholarship for a short time after graduation.
I say a short time, because it wasn’t long before his high school
buddies (who had started college at the University of Tennessee),
Terry Johnson and Doug Graham, coaxed him to get over to
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Knoxville so the group could get serious about
Baptist Church cemetery. The hangout was
their true passion—playing music. But excuse
started by Ernest R. “Doc” McConnell, who is
me, I am getting ahead of myself a bit.
now a world-renowned storyteller and whose
The Beatles, the Rolling Stones, the Animals,
traveling medicine show appears frequently
Dave Clark Five, the Hollies, Gerry and the
at events across the country. At one time, Doc
Pacemakers, the Who, the Yardbirds—those
was my Scoutmaster at Troop 100 of the Boy
bands, along with Herman’s Hermits and a
Scouts in Rogersville, and incidentally, Barry
slew of other rock bands were a part of the
Burton was an alumnus of that troop.
“British Invasion” of America in the 1960’s.
That night, I was standing in the middle of
Everybody remembers
the concrete, oil-stained
the four consecutive Ed
dance floor, staring at
None of us were
Sullivan Show appearancthe band as Barry Burton
es of the Beatles in 1964,
strapped on the semiimmune to the
probably as vividly as the
acoustic Rickenbacker
influence, and the
moon landing in 1969.
electric 12-string, and
Rogersville
group
America went nuts over
the band started playthe new musical phenoming “Eight Miles High”
of music-makers—
enon, and it generated an
by the Byrds. This must
led by Barry
equal number of talenthave been in 1968, but
Burton—grabbed
ed, successful American
I remember it as clearly
the brass ring of
groups: the Byrds, Buffalo
as if it were last night.
Springfield, the Doors,
I was frozen to the
rock music at about
Crosby, Stills and Nash,
floor; I couldn’t believe
the
right
time.
Cream, Jimi Hendrix
that anyone could play
Experience,
Chicago,
such a difficult guiCredence
Clearwater
tar intro to a song like
Revival, and many others.
“Eight Miles High” and it be a flawless rendiNone of us were immune to the influence,
tion exactly as played by Roger McGuinn.
and the Rogersville group of music-makers—
And Barry didn’t just stand there and idly
led by Barry Burton—grabbed the brass ring
play the notes on the guitar with precision; he
of rock music at about the right time. These
attacked the fretboard, punctuating the melomusicians started as “Terry & the Casuals,”
dy at the high points with a jerk of the guitar
and this was in and around Rogersville, but
neck and rolling the instrument through the
by the time they began honing their craft in
low notes. Not only did Barry and the boys
Knoxville, they had become “the Loved Ones,”
know their music right down to the bare
and they were good—real good. I can rememnitty-gritty, but they played their music with
ber the one occasion that the Loved Ones
an unforgettable fire—lost in the passion for
played a gig at “The Barn” in Rogersville.
what they were doing. That moment is how I
The Barn was a former auto body shop/warewill always remember Barry Burton, and the
house-type building turned teen hangout/
influence of it was not lost on me or on my
dance place across the street from the First
twin brother, David.
60
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The Loved Ones were the first wave of
original songs (we didn’t know enough yet to
the “Hawkins County Invasion,” and in the
“cover” someone else’s hits): “Ruby,” 90% of
popular vernacular, they ruled. The world
which was a Ventures-style instrumental and
may have had Eric Clapton, but Hawkins
10% Little Richard (the lyrics were: “Oh! oh!
County, Tennessee had Barry Burton. I never
Ruby! Come on, baby!”) which Benny sang,
knew all of the particulars of what ultimately
and another little instrumental ditty which
happened to the Loved Ones, but I know that
resembled the “Peter Gunn” theme song.
the group nearly secured a recording contract
The crowd of pre-teens in the school audiin New York City with Roulette Records.
torium went ballistically nuts. This was in
The deal fell through, but
the Beatles/Ed Sullivan
Byrd went on. He played
Show time frame, and it’s
lead guitar on “Third Rate
easy to understand that
We were not yet
Romance,” the seminal,
anytime four boys got on
even in high school,
Grammy-winning hit for
stage with guitars and
the “Amazing Rhythm
rocked ’n’ rolled—or at
and we had—
Aces” and toured the
least made the attempt—
in our eyes—
world with that group for
the audience would
a while. He then settled
respond accordingly.
achieved rock star
into a prodigious career as
They did, and we were
status.
What’s
a session musician within
hooked. We were not yet
the vast recording induseven in high school, and
more, we won the
try in Nashville.
we had—in our eyes—
.
purple
ribbon,
too
Our high school class
achieved rock star status.
had its rock music afiWhat’s more, we won
cionados, too. In 1964
the purple ribbon, too.
as eighth graders, Benny
For the next five years
Wilson, George Rogers, my twin brother,
we played music, practiced, and played more
David, and I made our first appearance in a
music. Somewhere along the line, we became
Rogersville Grammar School-sponsored 4-H
“the Trolls.” Bill Rymer, now a practicing psyShare-the-Fun contest. We billed ourselves
chologist in Greeneville, Tennessee replaced
as “the Missing Links,” and we barely knew
George Rogers on drums. We brought in
how to play music. George had a snare drum
Mike Pyne to play the keyboards and Harold
and an 8-inch cymbal. Benny had a blackWalker to fill in at rhythm guitar.
sparkle Silvertone guitar with an amplifier in
We played at the Tennessee Valley A. & I.
the carrying case, and David and I were playFair (as it used to be called), a dance hall in
ing twin bronze-colored Danelectro’s through
Gate City, Virginia, “The Barn,” the Battle of
a small amp with a ten-inch speaker. We all
the Bands in Knoxville, 4-H Shows, venues in
wore yellow, short-sleeved dress shirts, blazKingsport, East Tennessee State University
ing red vests with big gold buttons (which
frat parties, the local Fourth of July celebraour mothers had sewn) and green-and-white
tion (the high school marching band was not
striped denim bell bottoms. We played two
available, so the organizers, wanting music
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in the parade, had us set up on the back of
a Bachelor’s Degree in environmental health,
a flatbed truck. We were powered by, and
and then became a country music singer. In
drowned out by the roar of, a gasoline generathe early ’80s, while I was thrashing about
tor), a county Democratic Party festival which
in the trenches of the Federal bureaucracy
filled a downtown parking lot, on television
in Jackson, Mississippi, the country band,
in the “March of Dimes Telethon” (I got my
Alabama, came to town. Benny was a mempicture taken, with my bass guitar, exchangber of Janie Fricke’s “Heart City Band,”
ing pleasantries with actor Clu Gulager), and
which warmed up the audience. He got me
at the Pleasant View Community Club in
VIP tickets to the side of the stage. It was the
Bulls Gap (after one gig
same old Benny, and it
there, we lost some transwas good to see him back
portation and had no
on stage. Benny continI must admit that
way to get our gear back
ues his rise to the top.
when
our
Maker
to Rogersville except to
He is now a popular act
stuff it, and ourselves, in
in Upper East Tennessee
handed out guitar
a 1962 Chevrolet Corvair.
and has a huge following.
skills to the Hyder
We had to strap the P.A.
The Trolls’ contempoboys,
I
must
have
system speakers to the
raries in our rock ’n’ roll
been
behind
the
roof of the car).
high school days were
And then there was
the “Odds & Ends” from
door, because my
the frat party at the
Surgoinsville. Johnny
twin brother, David
University of Tennessee
and Billy Greer, Alvin
got
them
all.
on the old “frat row;” we
Case, and Sammy Manis
had borrowed an “echo
made up the group,
box” for special effects,
which originally wanted
which had a tremendous
to call themselves “The
impact on our rendition of The Doors’ “The
Vandals,” but Doc McConnell refused to allow
End.” Some of the crowd said, “You guys are
them to play at the Barn with that name. “No
better than ‘The Loved Ones’.” I knew better,
prob!” they said, “It’s not the name; it’s the
but Benny Wilson was quite an entertainer,
music!”
and he was the showman of our band. During
The Odds & Ends were better than the
one performance, he took his guitar and did
Trolls. Billy could play bass guitar better than
a shimmy-shimmy dance with it by scootme, and he knew and understood what I failed
ing it back and forth on his rear. “Come on,
to grasp—that even a mediocre bass guitar
Ruby,” indeed! We were at least a ripple, if
can sound great through a quality amplifier.
not a wave, of the second “Hawkins County
While I struggled to make my Gibson EB-2
Invasion.”
sound decent through a Fender Bassman
Unavoidable circumstances removed
with two 12 inch JBL’s, Billy held onto an offme from guitar playing, but a countervail
brand bass guitar, but ran it through a Sunn
pushed Benny toward Stardom. He went off
bass amp with a couple of 15-inchers. He also
to East Tennessee State University, obtained
understood that the bass guitarist and drum62
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mer were the critical backbone of any band
and that their respective performances had
to harmoniously mesh in every respect in
order for the group to have any sound worth
hearing. A snare drum rim-shot, or any heavy
beat, sounds great when accompanied by the
low punch of the bass guitar.
But the Trolls’ lead guitarist, my brother
Dave, was an equal, if not a better, guitar
player than Alvin Case. I must admit that
when our Maker handed out guitar skills to
the Hyder boys, I must have been behind the
door, because David got them all. He still
rocks ’n’ rolls with bands in central Ohio. He
was with “Contraband” during the Reagan
administration and with “DotCom” in the late
80’s. But, still, the Odds & Ends were a force
to be reckoned with in our Hawkins County
days, at least until Johnny Greer was drafted
into the armed forces and the band folded.
Billy Greer found his way to Atlanta in
the mid-1980’s and was tapped to play bass
for “Streets,” a group put together by Steve
Walsh, who had just recently left the megaband, Kansas. After a couple of albums,
Walsh and Billy became a part of the third
Kansas and the group has been touring the
planet ever since. Billy’s huge success validates the third wave of the “Hawkins County
Invasion.” And that brings us back to Barry
Burton.
On April 18, 2008, at the behest of Billy
Greer, Kansas took a break from their tour
to give a benefit concert in tribute to Barry
Burton at the Niswonger Performing Arts
Center in Greeneville, Tennessee. Billy didn’t
just play at the tribute; he had personally
promoted it by traversing the Tri-Cities area
weeks prior to the event, meeting with local
newspaper and radio staffs and thus generated significant publicity. On stage, he attrib-

uted his success to Barry Burton. It was the
grandest of rock ’n’ roll concerts and the
rough equivalent to Rick Nelson’s “Garden
Party:” people came from miles around, and
everyone was there.
Maryville, Tennessee’s “Dixie Highway”
opened the show with blazing country and
rock ’n’ roll. The “B Team Blues Band,” led
by Terry Johnson (one of Barry’s old buddies) followed. Kansas took the stage, and
it was easy to see the reasons that the band
has achieved high acclaim. They, of course,
played their signature hits, “Dust In The
Wind” and “Carry On Wayward Son,” but
they also played what I can only describe as
rock arias—disciplined but tight, complicated
rock anthems. For me, it was the musical
equivalent of the first time I saw Harrison
Ford in “Raiders of the Lost Ark,” the exciting
twists and turns never stopped, and it kept
my musical reflexes working.
After the show, my brother David told me,
“Nobody does what they do,” a compliment to
Kansas’ distinctiveness. All of Kansas’ members are musical craftsmen. Their show left
me both exhausted and exhilarated. Kansas
is not your average arena rock band; they are
polished craftsmen. As part of the third wave
of the Hawkins County Invasion, Billy Greer
has risen to the top of his craft.
Driving home, my brother and I took pride
in the fact that we had been a small part of
our home county’s music legacy, and we were
pleased and impressed that the legacy—and
invasions—have continued into the new century and beyond.

Stephen Hyder is an attorney in Maryville,
Tennessee who writes infrequently on a wide
variety of subjects.
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Never Fiddle Around
With a Violinist
By Ron Burch

I

was out in the garage, under the hood from the waist up,
tuning up my old Chevy. Suddenly, Dad yelled out the
back door, “Son, there’s someone on the phone that wants
to know if you’d like to make a record. Do you want to
speak with him?”

. . . . . . . .

“Me? Make a record? You betcha!”
I carefully laid the spark plug wrench on the towel I’d placed across
the fender to protect the paint. I wiped off the grease, raced inside
and grabbed the phone. The fellow on the other end
explained that his daughter wanted to become a
rock singer and that he was self-producing a record
“Son, there’s
in hopes of helping her to make it big. To pull it off,
they were putting together a back-up group they
someone on the
would call the “Racket Squad.”
Although there was no money in the deal, if his
phone that wants
daughter became a star, it would be as “Roxanne
to know if you’d
and the Racket Squad,” and all would share. A
group of musicians I performed with each Saturday
like to make a
night at the American Legion Post 65 had recomrecord. Do you
mended me...did I want to try out for the group?
With fame staring me right in the face, I didn’t
want to speak
have to think about it for very long. I said, “Sure,
with him?”
count me in. When and where do you want to get
together?” The answer was their house next Sunday
afternoon. Even though I left home early, I wasn’t
the first to arrive. The lead guitarist was there, so
was the drummer. When the cute little blonde with the pouty lips
came out of the kitchen, I initially thought that she was Roxanne, but
I learned that she was the violin player.
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Then, Roxanne appeared. She wasn’t smilthat violin.
ing—a good indication that she took herAt our next rehearsal, we sounded a lot betself and her singing far too seriously. When
ter. Not great, mind you, but better. I thought
the bass player arrived, we were instructour lackluster accompaniment matched
ed to go downstairs to
Roxanne’s lackluster singthe recreation room and
ing (if it were happening
get set up. I took my old
today, she would never
tenor sax out of the case
have made it passed the
Was
it
my
and began to warm up.
first round on American
imagination
The dude on lead guitar
Idol. She would also have
joined me and so did the
driven Simon up a tree!).
or was
drummer. Soon we were
By the end of Session
ol’ Ellen
belting out strains of the
Two, her dad was happy.
Bill Doggett classic called
He said that next Sunday,
warming up
“Honky Tonk.”
if we sounded this good,
to
the
guy
Roxanne and her dad
we would go live and cut
came down the stairs. She
the tape. Before leaving,
with the
still didn’t look happy.
I asked the guitar picktenor
sax?
Her dad waved his arms
er what he knew about
and told us to cool it and
Ellen. He said she was
started passing out the
a junior in high school,
music. Roxanne’s song
and that she dated some
was called, aptly enough, “Roxanne,” and it
goon whose dad was a cop—I later learned
sounded a lot like the Teddy Bears’ tune “To
he was actually a highway patrolman on the
Know Him Is To Love Him.” My part was
governor’s staff. Anyway, he didn’t think she
a short rift somewhere between the second
was available, and his best advice was not to
verse and the chorus. Pouty Ellen—the blonde
even try.
with the fiddle—had a solo part. When it came
Now, when it came to girls, I always
time, she struggled through, albeit slightly
relished the joy of victory far more than
off-key. I thought to myself, “it’s too bad her
I dreaded the agony of defeat. So about
violin doesn’t have frets.” Still, she was a cutie
mid-week, I gave her a call. Didn’t ask her
that I’d let play my violin any time.
out—just gave her a call. But when Sunday
We went through the song a half dozen
came, was it my imagination or was
times and agreed that we needed more work.
ol’ Ellen warming up to the guy with the
Another rehearsal was set for the following
tenor sax?
Sunday at 2:00. I was just out of high school,
After a couple of run-throughs, Roxanne’s
about to enter college in the fall. I had a sumdad said we were good to go. He said, “Quiet
mer job as a proofreader at a large printing
on the set,” and pressed the record button.
company where it took all the concentration
Afterwards, we all shook hands and prepared
I could muster to keep from screwing up.
to go our separate ways. The lead guitarist,
Still, that next week, I couldn’t keep my mind
the drummer, and the bass player said that
on my work. I kept thinking about Ellen—
they’d booked a job next Saturday night at a
the long blonde trusses, her pouty lips and
barbecue joint in Cumming, Georgia, twenty66
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five miles to the north. It was a grand openGeorgia. Again, no problem—even for someing that paid twenty bucks for a one-hour gig.
one only slightly artistic like me. So, outfitWe’d be performing on the back of a flatbed
ted with the fake credentials, we went down
truck. Was I interested?
to the old Domino Lounge and spent a great
Why not? Back then, twenty bucks was
evening with Brother Dave.
enough for a date and gasoline for a week.
We were almost back to her house, when I
The guitar picker said he’d call mid-week and
noticed a black Chevy in the rearview mirror,
give me the details. I felt bad that Ellen wasn’t
following close behind. I pulled into the drive
part of the group. I guess there wasn’t much
and walked her to the door. Turning back
call for a rock-and-roll fiddle player, no mattoward my car, I noticed that the black Chevy
ter how pretty they were. I walked over to her
was against the curb across the street, motor
and said, “Nice job on the solo...call you next
still running. On my drive home, whoever it
week?” She grinned and that was all I needed.
was stayed right on my bumper. The driver
I drove away knowing I’d just scored a 9.95.
kept yelling something out the window. But
We dated for two or three months. All the
since there were three of them, and only one
while, I did my best to keep up the “Mister
of me, I didn’t stop and ask them to repeat it.
Cool” image. We went to the movies. We saw
The next day, I told Ellen about the incia couple of plays at Theater under the Stars.
dent, and she said that if it was a black ’59
We spent a day at the Flying S Ranch, a lakeChevy Impala, it was likely Cary, her old boyside get-away south of Atlanta owned by some
friend. I guess he subscribed to that piece of
family friends. On a weekday, for forty bucks,
redneck culture that says, “If I can’t have her,
we literally had the place to ourselves—the
nobody can have her.”
horses, the lake, the pool, the bathhouse—
Anyway, the next time we went out, there
whatever.
he was—stalking us and
I wanted to take Ellen
following me home. Each
to see a nightclub act,
time he got braver. Each
I took the .32
a stand-up comedian
time he had more of his
known in these parts as
hooligan friends along
automatic from
“Brother Dave Gardner.”
for the ride.
his dresser
However, since we were
Now there are a couple
both underage, we would
of things my old daddy
drawer,
slipped
it
need IDs of some sort to
taught me: never give
get in the door. No proba sucker an even break
into my pocket
lem. In those days, the
and always take care of
and
later
hid
it
printed form for a Georgia
yourself. He said when
driver’s license was availit comes down to selfunderneath the
able at any Post Office.
defense, there’s no such
seat
in
the
car.
Making it quasi-official
thing as a fair fight or
required typing in the
should there be. So, the
information and somenext morning before
how coming up with a
I left for work, I took
replica of the authenticating red stamp that
the .32 automatic from his dresser drawer,
contained an outline map of the State of
slipped it into my pocket and later hid it
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underneath the seat in the car.
company where I worked wanted to see me.
I’d no more arrived at work when Dad was
Me? Heck he didn’t even know who I was.
on the phone. He asked, “Have you seen my
What did he want with me? I was soon to find
gun?” I answered “yep,”
out. I climbed the stairs
and I didn’t stutter as
and his secretary led me
I told him the story of
into a beautiful office,
Ellen’s old boyfriend and
perhaps the largest I’d
the gang of hoodlums. He
ever seen. Mr. Siegel sat
“ Ron,” he said,
asked if I’d taken any of
behind a big mahogany
“I
received
a
his bullets. I told him, no,
desk, at least twenty feet
just the gun.
from where I was seated
disturbing call
He was silent for a few
in one of the guest chairs.
from a Captain
seconds, then he said,
“Ron,” he said, “I
“Son, there’s nothing
received a disturbing
at the Highway
more dangerous than an
call from a Captain at
Patrol
this
unloaded gun. If you’re
the Highway Patrol this
going to carry a weapon,
morning. Seems they’re
morning...”
you’d better be prepared
investigating a ring that
to shoot it.”
produces fraudulent drivThat night I gave him
er’s licenses. He asked a
back his gun, and he gave
lot of questions about the
me a couple of pieces of pipe and a length of
company and about our relationship with
steel chain. He said, “Swing that chain the
the state, also about you...now tell me, young
right way and you can take out all comers.”
man, do you know anything at all about this?”
I placed the two pieces of pipe and the chain
This time I stuttered big time. Only eighunderneath the seat where the gun had been.
teen and about to be a felon.
Sure, ’nuff, the very next night, the boys in the
I told the truth and assured the man that I
black Chevy appeared once more. However,
would take care of everything. That night, I
this time I was ready. We were double-dating
called the pretty fiddle player and laid it on
and my meanest, toughest buddy was along
the line—since she’d obviously told her old
for the ride.
boyfriend about the fake ID, and he’d obviWe pulled into a drive-in restaurant in
ously told his dad, the gumshoe trooper—if
Brookhaven, and before those clowns could
she didn’t return it to me immediately, I was
get out of the car, we were in their face—both
going to tell her mom about our day at the
of us gripping one of those pieces of pipe in
Flying S. The evidence arrived in the mail the
one hand, pounding it against the palm of the
next day and I promptly reduced it to ashes
other.
inside the fireplace.
After a heated discussion, it seems I’d been
But the story doesn’t end there. Remember,
wrong about them. They didn’t want any trouI said I worked for a printing company—one
ble, just a hamburger and an order of fries.
that had a printing contract with the state
A couple of weeks later, when I returned
to produce things like brochures, fliers, profrom making a delivery to a mid-town ad
motional materials and official documents,
agency, my boss said the president of the
including of all things, marriage certificates.
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One day, out of boredom, I picked up a
gotta be kidding!”
proof of one of the marriage certificates and
She reached over to the buffet, opened
after looking it over, asked a couple of coa drawer and pulled out the errant marworkers to help me fill it out. I wanted the
riage certificate that I’d long since forgotten.
certificate to say that Ron and Ellen were
Unfortunately, when I pointed to the baconhusband and wife. One of my co-workers
saving seal that I remembered as “Life of
signed as the Ordinary of Paulding County,
Georgia,” not “State of Georgia,” I discovone “Rufus Crutchfield.”
ered that after years of being packed away
Another found an embossed, star-shaped,
underneath God knows how many pounds
gold seal left over from an insurance policy
of stuff, the embossing was flattened beyond
project. He stuck it on the bottom to make it
recognition. It was a lot easier explaining to
look real and official.
my parents back in 1959 than it was trying to
For grins and giggles, I decided to mail it to
convince my wife 45 years later.
my parents, knowing full well that they would
Although a few years too late, I’ve learned a
open it before I arrived
valuable lesson and have
home. I was right. When
sworn off counterfeitI went through the door,
ing and all the practical
Mom was wailing like a
jokes.
She said, “It
siren and Dad was stompBut not off rock ’n’
ing around like an old
roll. Matter of fact, on a
doesn’t
matter,
wet hen.
summer night when the
I did some fast-talking.
windows are open, my
but
why
didn’t
I told them it was a joke
neighbors will still hear
and pointed out that the
me rockin’ out. With
you tell me
embossed gold seal at
four synthesizers—two
the bottom said “Life of
Kawai, one Yamaha and
you’d been
Georgia,” not “State of
one Casio, an Alesis
married before?”
Georgia.” Finally, they
reverb and special
bought in. Dad said if it
effects unit, an eightwas a joke, it was a bad,
channel mixer, a powbad joke. But again, the
erful Peavey amp, four
story doesn’t end there.
big Peavey speakers and
Following my mom’s passing some fortya Leslie tone cabinet, it sounds pretty darn
five years later, my real wife, Valerie, and I
good, if I do say so myself.
were charged with holding an estate sale, a
Well...pretty loud anyway.
garage sale and cleaning out my parent’s old
house. After several busy weekends, we were
having a late dinner one Sunday night when
Valerie said she had something to ask me. I
Ron Burch is retired from a career in
looked up and replied, “Sure, what is it?”
advertising and marketing and has since
She said, “It doesn’t matter, but why didn’t
authored a number of published essays and
you tell me you’d been married before?”
magazine articles, in addition to a full-length
“Married before?” I laughed, “Me? You
novel.
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